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Preface
John T. Guthrie
International Reading Association

William S. Gray was the preeminent reading educator.
According to Arthur Gates, "Dr, Gray labored to improve the
teaching of reading fora longer period of time (more than half a
century), with greater singleness of purpose and in a wider variety
of enterprises than anyone else in history." .

William Scott Gray was born on June 5.1885. Asa young
man of 19, he taught two years in the schools of rural Illinois.
Recognized, as a leader, he was promoted to Principal of
elementary schools in Fowler, Illinois, where he served for three
years, He continued his education at Illinois State Normal
University, graduating with a teaching certificate in 1910. in the
following two years he was Principal of the training school at
Illinois State Normal. during which time he studied at the
University of Chicago, receiving the Bachelor's degree in 1913..

Seeking the highest order of intellectual stimulation, Gray
moved to Teachers College, Columbia University. Gray's interest
in measurement, which formed the foundation of his first
research and eventually led to the Gray Oral Reading Test, was
nurtured by Edward Thorndike who was a leader of the mental
testing movement.. However. Gray placed a premium on
educational studies per se and moved back to Chicago with a
Master's degree in 1914. An avid student, he received the Ph.D. in
1916 from the Department of Education at the University of
Chicago.

, 7



Gray continued his distinguished teaching career at the
University of Chicago in 1914. with the position of Assistant in
Education. Promotions were granted to him almost annually.
Gray became an instructor in 1915: he was given a faculty
position as Assistant Professor in 1917. later in the same year, he
accepted the appointment of Dean of the College of Education, a
position which he retained until 1931. In the following year he
was elevated to Associate Professor and from 1921 to 1950. he
committed himself unrelentingly to a Professorship.

His formal scholarship was launched with the publication
of his dissertation by the tinnersity of Chicago Press in 1917.
entitled Studiev of Elementarr School Reading through
Standardized Tests Gray conducted empirical studies through-
out his lifetime. These are exemplified in such works as Reading
interests and Habits of Adults. which was a series of reading
sur% cp. conducted with tne assistance of a librarian, Ruth
Monroe. and published in 1929. He examined the purposes for
readirg and di% crsity of topics to which people are attracted.
reported in Alaturitv in Reading. written with Bernice Rogers

, and published in 1956. Among many other practical titles, he
published Classroom Techniques on Improving Reading in 1949,
which signaled his continuous &lotion to the needs of teachers
for the fresh insights and renewed enthusiasm that may be
derived from exposure to recent research.

During his active career as a Professor, Gray published
407 books, book chapters, and articles. Retiring in 1950. Gray
saw the opportunity for heightened productivity. I n the following
10 years as he mooed from 65 to 75 years of age. he published 100
books, chapters. and articles for research journals. It required a
hi/arm accident. a fatal fall from a horse during a vacation with
his wife. to end. his prodigious career.

Gray's leadership was professional as well as intellectual.
He chaired yearbook committees for the National Society for the
Study of Education in 1924. s936. and 1948. These efforts were
consummated by recommendations for reform in reading
program from kindergarten through the college levels. Profes-
sional societies did not escape his attention. He was President of
the American Educational Research Association in 1932-1933.
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The international Reading Association elected him as its first
President in 1956, which was a tribute both to the man and the
Association.

Gray anticipated the trend for research synthesis as a basis
of reasoned generalisations. He published summanes of research
in the Journal cd Edational Research, but also in other
locations. Drawn from the Encrelopedia of Educational
Research, edited by Walter Monroe in 1941, one of his
remarkable manuscripts is reproduced here. The themes to which
he points are based on more than 2.000 inquiries on reading from
the dawn of literac) to 1941, Eminently qualified as a review of
reviews, this monograph warrants acknowledgment in any
scholarship on reading which claims the name of originality,

I am grateful to Jeanne Chan for drawing attention to the
timeliness of Gray's review in the Foreword. Her observations
are particularly apt, since she authored the entry on "Reading" in
the fifth edition of the Encedopedia (.4 Educational Research in
1982.

9
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Foreword
Jeanne S., Chall
Harvard University

The monograph by William S. Gray was initially published as the
article. "Reading." in the first edition of the Encyclopedia of
Educational Research in 1941, It contains a review of research on
reading. with its implications for practice and for society. Gray
went further. reviewing the scientific research trends from their
beginnings in the late 1800s to the late 1930s. the date of his
writing.

The review is remarkable from several viewpoints. First, it
is extremely comprehensive, covering research on many topics
that have long twit familiar to usfrom the sociology of reading
to the nature of reading; frum basic processes to diagnosis and
remedial teaching. Certainly other historians of reading research
may point to investigations not included by Gray. However, his
treatment contains such topics as reading in the content areas, the
hygiene of reading, and the aims, organizations, and time
allotment of reading in the different grades.

Gray's treatment is remarkable for its broad historical
sweep of the scientific study of reading and for its optimism -Ixout
the power of reading research to improve instruction. Although
Gray continually refers with enthusiasm to the growth of the
research and to its constructive contribut;ons toward under-
standing the reading process, he was not without criticism of the
research ..nd its applications..

The following excerpt speaks to both the criticism and the
praise:

But the progress achieved thus far is not without serious limitations.
Unfortunately nrtch of the scientific work relating to reading has been

I0viol



''

I ragmenta r in L haracter . the im estillatof I fey ue nth attacks 'an
isolated problem. Lompletes hi. %aid) of it. and .wilco. that he will
continue his research at some later time but often tads to do so In the
second place. there is little or no coordination of ellort among research
%oilers in the held 01 reading In the third place. mans of the studie.
reported Noe been conducted without adequate controls \e a-
'hetes.. much of the e 'dew aailahle is .0 sign decant that it sere. d.
a Amide guide in reorg.initing and imprio ing imiruciain iii reading
at all liA els and in det ming ia Mt greater clam the Junction ot reading
in contemporary Ide op 02-X911

1 hu%. although Gray saw problem,, he also saw progress.
He expressed his deep faith and commitment to the objective
study of reading that would ultimately lead to a better guide for
reorgariiiing and impr.ming instruction. For Gray. it \cems that
research and instruction were one. and that the health of one
would be tied to the health of the other.

Gray's monograph is noteworthy for its meticulous
reporting of relevant reading studies, of their contribution to
practice, and of the trends from preceding period, in relation to
the one in which he w rote. Thus, we learn that the period of 1911
to 1920 marked the beginning of broader interest in the scientific
study of reading, and clearer recognition of the need to apply
objective methods to classroom problen*. In this time, a variety
of studies

related to such issues as method. of learning to read, the Maine
merits ot difterent methods of beginning readmit. the % alue of phonic.,
the content of courses of stut4 in reading. and the amount and qualit
ot reading material in %aruw schools and grades I p IN :I

Gray discussed this trend by comparing it to studies made in the
preceding periods.

To what extent were these attitudes toward reading
research uniquely characteristic of W.S. Gray? Or were they
characteristic of insestigators of that time? And if a style of the
time or Gray's alone, how do they relate to the style of today?

It is difficult to separate the style of a person from that of
his time. especially when the person w as the first of his time- as
investigator, teacher educator, and curriculum developer. As a
leader in the educational research on reading. Gray wrote for
many years the annual reviews of reading research (now
published annually by IRA). trained teachers and readin3
specialists. and authored the most widely used basal reading

III
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series I o he accepted as the leader b) so man) meant that his
st)lc was widel) alued.

Now does this enthusiasm for obieLiise studies and
optimism about the ak: of research for practice compare with
the prevailing st)le toda)? Now Loncerned arc we now about the
historical trends in our field and ahout carefullt analyiing and
interpreting research with regard to practice?

1 hesc arc difficult questions and I raise them more for
thinking about" than for itnsw cring. Put I suggest that some of
the questions ma) receise some consensus. if they are raised.

Interest in history and historical trends in research does
not seem to be as common among researchers toda) as it was in
the early 1940s. Since research has burgeoned in the past 40 years.
it is difficult enough to rev kw the relatisel recent research on
an 'opts:. mug less return to earlier periods. Other factors arc
no douht involved. One ma) he that computeri/cd literature
benks go back only to 1965. :ind the knowledge and tools needed
for making a non-compute:rued search of earlier studies ma) not
exist as wide!) as needed. Also, there seem to be common
misconceptions among some researchers t hat only the research of
the last S. or at most 10 years. needs to be searched and read.

A reading of Gray's monograph may make some of us
aware of a change. I (alai) s%s: seldom sec Cray% u a rm enthusiasm
for the) a lue of scientific studies of reading. We rarel) encounter
his optimism about the uses of research for the improvement of
reading instruction at :di ages and for social policy with regard to
literacy. Instead, the fieid is inclined to.vard clusters of
enthusiasm for one or another speen.1 thcor). for special basic
and applied research. and for leaving to still others the
application of the research to instruction.

Why the change? it no doubt comes from the great
increase in reading research. it could also be related to the variety
of researchers entering thc field from such disciplines as
linguistics, psycholinguisties, miming). psychoncurology, cog-
nitise psychology. computer sciences, educational psychology,
special education. language development, human development.
and the like. Indeed, Gray expressed such concern in 1941, noting
an increase in specialisation and fragmentation. with thc
blessings and problems they bring.
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Much of the style of reading research seems to, have
changed during the past decades, particularly with regard to its
applications to educational practice. Yet the topics and questions
researched. the basic methodologies osed. and the research
findings summarised by Gray in 1941 seem surprisingly familiar
when compared to the research of the past decade, There are so
many examples of similarity that I can cite only a few.

A recent trend among some reading researchers is to relate
teachers' concepts of reading to their different methods or
teaching. One may become a bit humbled by G ray's discussion of
the "three concepts" of reading based on the nature of i-eading as
described by different investigators. According to Gray, one
concept of reading emphasizes word recognition, one emphasizes
meaning. and one is concerned with the significance of the
meanings 1p.. 897).

. GT' ay's monograph contains a section on reading compre-
hension that foretells present theory and research. The following
sentence, in fact, portends present-day schema theory:. "Only in
so far as the reader's experiences' relate to some form or other to
thc concepts or situations to which the author refers can the
reader comprehend what is read" (p. 901).

Gray's reference to the importance of vocabulary in
reading comprehension also forecasts current theory and
research. it follows that a readers' meaning vocabulary in terms
of extent and richness is of large importance. ln fact, it correlates
more highly with comprehension than any other factor studied
thus far except intelligence" (p. 901). One can find such
statements, with almost the same freshness and sense of
discovery, in a recent volume on basic and applied research on
reading comprehension.*

.Gray presents exciting generalizations from the research
he re%iewed on reading readiness. speed of reading, thc relation
of oral to silent reading, the effect of content and style on reading
speed. the factors in word meaning development, how best to
teach word meanings, and the like. Even such relatively current

Guthrie-John I (F d ) C on:prehension and rem hong Rewan h review s See
espeetall) chapter on "Vocabular) knowledge" b) Anderson & I- reebod)

XI
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areas of study as reading stages, time on task. and direct versus
less structured instruction are discussed. The uses of teaching
tools. such as the typewriter. and the importance of practice in
reading in the different content areas are not neglected.

0 Gray makes some very important points on research in
readability that are being made today by cognitively oriented
reading researchers. When he wrote in the late 1930s. mosi of the
widely used readability formulas had not yet been developed. Yet
he anticipated that future study of readability would include the
challenging problem of studying readability in relation to the
nature of the concepts included in the text.

This superb review is sobering. Have we perhaps tended to
pay too little attention to the research richness of our past? Do we
do so in our eagerness to make our own discoveries? If so. what
do wt gain by studying anew the questions and concepts that
have been studied in the past? Are we aware of what has already
been :earned?

Gray opted for using the knowledge of the past to
understand the present and future, Would he tell us to do the
same today. even with the phenomenal increase in research? My
guess is that he would. His monograph is testimony that the
reading research of the past can bring benefits both to research
and to practical uses of it.

14 xi,
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READING
William S. Gray

The reading of written and printed symbols had its origin in the
remote past when man first began to use pictures and other
characters to send messages and to record events. The art of
interpreting these characters and of teaching others to do so
developed concurrently. The transition from picture writing to
the use of letters representing specific sounds came very slowly
and as a result of great effort, As early as twenty-five centuries
before Christ, however, the Egyptians hio analyzed words and
syllables into sounds and had developed a fries of symbols to
represent them. Through the ingenuity of the Semites (24: 36-37)
these sounds and symbols gave rise to the Phoenician alphabet
from which developed in turn the Greek letters and the Roman
alphabet.

As the arts of writing and reading improved, it is natural
that they should acquire a significant place in the education of the
more advanced nations. In the case of Greece reading was a
subject of great importance long before the Battle of Marathon
(490 B.C.). The procedure in learning to read was to master the
letters, then the syllables, and finally the words. Throughout the
centuries that followed, problems relating to reading provoked
constant thought and discussion. As indicated by the studies of
Lamport (31), the problems attacked most vigorously in the past
related largely to methods of teaching beginning reading. In
securing neOdEd information and in reaching decisions, observa-,
dons and personal judgments were relied on chiefly. Very little
evidence of the use of scientific methods in studying reading

r pro is app inhea e literature until ibout the middle of the
nineteenth 4;enttiry. Consequently, all the data presented in
subsequent sectidns of this report were secured within the past
century. and most of them since the beginning of the current
century, . ,

16 i
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Development of I ntereAt in the Scientific Study of Reading
Scientific studies relating to reading had their origin in the

iaboratories of Europe as a result of the curiosity of psychologists
concerning the nature of the reading act and the way in which
words are recognized. As early as 1844 Vakntius became keenly
interested in the nature of the perceptual processes in reading.
His studies were followed in the course of time by those of Cattell.
Erd mann. Dodge. and others. the results of which supported the
conclusion (1 3) that we read by phrases. words. or letters.
according to the reader's familiarity with the reading matter and
the difficulties which he encounteni. A second series of studies
grew out of interest in the behavior of the eyes in reading. About
1879 Javal made the important discovery t0.1 eye movements in
reading are discontinuous. consisting of series of alternate
movements and pauses. This discovery was very illuminating and
led to numerous studies during the next three decades concerning
such problems as the nature. function. and relation of fixation
movement~ and pauses. the possibility of vision during liption
movements. and the location and length of fixation pauses.

The early studies of perception and eye movements
proved to he highly significant (1: 4). First. the facts secured
presented a nen and stimulating view of the natureof reading andl
of some of the processes involved, Second. the findings suggested
mans nen problems for imestigation and stimulated deeper
interest in the scientific study of readings Third. rapid progress
was made in the development of experimental techniques and
mechanical devices with which to secure accurate. objective
records. A broad foundation was tl)us laid for rapid progress
during recent yzars in the study of reading problems.

Illuminating facts concerning the rate of this development
arc presented in Table I. The entries show the number of studies.
according to recent summaries (1 to 23 inclusive). that were
published in England and America during each five-year interval
since 1880. Only four of thi studies listed were published prior to
1896. Between that date and 1910 interest in the study of reading
problems increased materially, During the next five-year period,
the number of investigations reported was greater than during
the preceding thirty years. Since 1916 this Country has witnessed
an increase in the number of scienti:ic studies of reading which is
little less than phenomenal.

2 16 Gray
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TABLE 1
Number of Scientific Studies Relating to Reading

Published in the United States and England
since 1880

Five-Year Period Number of Studies

1881-1885 1

1886-1890 1

1891-1895 2
1896.1900 10

1901-1905 6'
1906-1910 14

1911-1915 49
1916-1920 151

1921-1925 274
1926-1930 490
1931-1935 534
1936-1939 419

Total 1951

Facts relating to the kinds of problems studied are even
more significant than those relating to their number. More than
half of the studies published prior to 1910 were laboratory studies
relating to the psychology and physiology of reading. This is not
surprising in view of the keen interest in such matters which
prevailed in Europe during the latter half of the 'nineteenth
century. Other problems that were studied related to children's
interests in reading, vocabulary mastery, rhythm in oral reading,
and the historical development of school readers. Two notable
results of the studies prior to 1910 form the basis of present-day
reforms in teaching reading; namely, the clear-cut distinction
between oral reading and silent reading and the recognition of
individual differences in reading habits and needs.

The period from 1911 to 1920 may be characterized as one
of transition. It marks the beginning of broader interest in the
scientific study of reading and clearer recognition of the need of
applying objective methods to classroom problems. An examina-
tion of the studies made between 1911 and 1913, inclusive, shows,
for example, that they related to such issues as methods of

Reading 1? 3



learning to read. the relative merits of different methods of
beginning reading. the value of phonics, the contenk of courses of
study in reading. and the amount and quality of reading material
in various schools and grades, The explanation of this trend in
interest is found in the fact that the results of the studies made in
the early period challenged the validity of prevailing methods of
teaching and suggested numerous practical problems for
investigation..

A second significant fact concerning the transitional
period is the introduction of new instruments of investigation.
During 1914 and 1915 two thirds of the studies reported related
to the organization. standardization. and application of reading
tests. Through their use it became possible to study under
classroom conditions, the reading 'habits. achievements, and
difficulties of large groups of children. By the beginning of 1916
scientists, school surveyors, administrators, and teachers in
various parts of the country were actively engaged in measuring
the results of instruction in reading, in comparing achievement in
oral and silent reading, in determining the effect on progress in
reading of different conditions and teaching procedures, and in
studying the errors and difficulties of individual children. These
examples suggest merely the general character of the problems
which began to command attention as early as 1920.

The current period of unprecedented interest in reading
problems has at least three significant characteristics. The first is
the tremendous increase in the number of studies reported. The
second is the rapid increase in the range of problems studied.
Throughout the last two decades the field of investigation has
broadened steadily until it now ion' ..es problems that arise
before children enter school, that on luand attention at various
levels of general education. and that merit attention at the college
and university levels. Equally ...gnificant is the fact that scientific
methods are being used widely to study reading problems +hat
have their origin in the home. in the library, and in adult life in
general. as well as in the school. Indeed, it may be said that basic
qutstions have arisen during recent years concerning practically
an the major aspects of reading of which we are aware today, and
vigorous effort has been made to secure a clear understanding of
them through the use of objective methods.

4 18 Gray



The fact that many types of specialists have contributed
generously of their time and energy to the study of reading
problems has resulted in the accumulation of an extensive and
varied literature. The findings of each study reported has raised
more new problems than it has solved. As a result, we are far
more conscious today than formerly of the complexity of the
reading problems which we face and are far less certain of the
answers to many of them. The fact is now widely recognized that
scientific studies let his field must continue on a broad scale if
reading is to serve ultimately its broadest function as a means of
personal development. scholastic success. and social betterment.

But the progress achieved thus far is not without serious
limitations_ Unfortunately much of the icientific work relating to
reading has been fragmentary in character. As pointed out .by
Brownell (10: No. 10),1 the investigator frequently attacks an
isolated problem, completes his study of it, and suggests that he
will continue his research at some later time but often fails to do
so. In the second place, there is little or no coordination of effort
among research workers in the field of reading. In the third place,
many of the studies reported have been conducted without
adequate controls. Furthermore, interpretations are often based
on traditional concepts of learning and as a result are not widely
applicable today. Nevertheless, much of the evidence available is
so significant that it serves as a valuable guide in reorganizingand
improving instruction in reading at all levels and in defining with
greater clarity the function of reading in contemporary life.

Organization of Article
The material in this article has been organized under the

following heads:

I. Sociology of Reading
II. Nature of Reading and Basic Processes Involved

III. Factors Related to Growth in Reading
IV, Interest in Reading

'in this documentation "No. 10" designates the tenth reference in item 10 in
the hibliography at the end of this article.

Reading



V. Reading Readiness
VI. Aims, Organization, and Time Allotment of

Reading in the Grades
V11, Nature, Content, and Grade Placement of Read-

ing Materials
VIII. Methods of Teaching

1X. Reading in the Content Fields
X. Diagnosis and Remedial Teaching

Xi. Hygiene of Reading

20
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1. Sociolcify of Reading
Because reading is in final analysis an instrument of social
progress, it will be appropriate to consider first some of its social
relationships and implications. Accordingly, the discussion that
follows is concerned with a group of problems relating to the
sociology of reading.

Motives for Reading at
Different Periods in History

The fact that the motives for reading in society at large
have differed notably at various periods in history has been
emphasized by Lamport (31). As a result of extended studies of
traditional purposes for reading, he found that "training for
citizenshipfor the contemplation of philosophy or the practice
of oratory--dominated Greek and k'oman reading." Obviously
cultural and utilitarian motives developed side by side. The
religious motive for reading attained great prominence in the
Middle Ages as children and adults were prepared for service in
the church, and after the Reformation as a means of enabling
laymen to understand the Scriptures. During the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries reading was used widely as a means of
acquiring useful information. Only rarely before the nineteenth
century did writers abroad emphasize the pleasure which the
reader might derive from books.

Significant changes in motives for reading in this country
have been identified and described by Smith (36). During the
early colonial days, for example, reading activities were dictated
largely by religious motives. This was particularly true in
Massachusetts where practically all the materials read had

2j 7



religions or moral implications. The birth of the nation in 1776
gave riseto new motives for reading. Whereas the Church had
earlier been chiefly concerned in inculcating religious motives.
the major aims of the State now were to promote solidarity and
national unity. The development of this new interest created
strong and impelling motives for reading both in and out of
school.

By 1825 national leaders as well as educators began to
emphasize the need for preparing the great mass of ourcitizens to
discharge their civic duties intelligently. As Smith rightly points
out. the speeches and writings of that time were "saturated" with
this underlying social motive. It is not surprising, therefore, to
find .hat the chief motives for reading during the middle half of
the nineteenth century were to secure (a) broad knowledge of the
world and (b) understanding essential to good citizenship. About
1885 a new movement began to express itself, Its chief aim was to
broaden the cultural life of the nation and to promote interest in
the better types of literature. It found expression in society at
large in the development of libraries and in the increase in the
number of maga/Ines published. In harmony with this trend the
literary ideal dominated the teaching of reading between 1895
and 1910.

Since 1920 important economic and social developments
have increased notably the need for broad understanding and
discriminating insight concerning both personal and bocial
problems. As a result young people and adults have made
increasingly wide use of various sources of information---thc
press, the radio, the motion pictures, and the public forum--in
attempting to understand and adjust themselves to new
conditions. Furthermore, pressure groups and other agencies
have been very active in developing attitudes and in promoting
action that seri"usly threaten our democratic form of society.,
"As a result. the social significance of reading. as well as that of
other means of informing or influencing the public has been
greatly increased during recent years" (34: 10). !t is reasonable to
conclude, therefore, that from early times to the present reading
has not only been a vital force in social fife but has also reflected
the changing needs. aspirations. and ideals of the social groups
served.,
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Varied Purposes for Reading In Contemporary Life
Although the need for social enlightenment and broad

understanding is a dominant characteristic of contemporary life,
studies made since 1920 (1: 9) reveal a wide variety of purposes
for reading among adults. The following list is typical but by no
means exhaustive:: "to keep informed concerning current events:
to secure specific information of value in making plans: to learn
more about events or problems of special interest; to secure the
opinions of others concerning civic, social, or industrial
problems; to keep in touch with business or professional
developments; to secure suggestions concerning efficient methods
of doing work; to determine important items in correspondence.
mesSages, and instructions; to follow directions; to advance in
one's field of work; to broaden one's range of information; to
keep the mind stimulated with important things to think about:
to develop a broad outlook on life; to secure pleasure during
leisure hours: to satisfy curiosity."

The foregoing list should be supplemented by the findings
of Waples (15:. No. 89) who studied the social uses of print during
the depression. The major purposes identified were:, "to follow
the news.""to find evidence.""to experience thrills.""to improve
vocational competence." and "to defend class interests." The
modes of roding adopted were characterized as "uncritical,"
"partisan," and "highly critical." In commenting on these
different modes of reading. Waples pointed out the fact that
different groups of readers passed from one to another of them
"at different times and in a different sequence." Because of the
broad social implications of these facts schools face a major
responsibility today in establishing appropriste reading attitudes
and habits.

Increase in the Amount of Reading
Facts concerning the amount of reading material

published and read in this country during recent years are as
significant as those relating to motives for reading. Data
assembled by Judd (1:: 10) showed that from 1850 to 1880 the per
cent of increase in the number of issues of newspapers and
periodicals published parallel closely the percentage of increase
in the population. From 1880 to 1910, however, the number of
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issues of newspapers and periodicals increased more than 500 per
cent, During the same period the increase 'Ai population was less
than 100 per cent. In respect to the amount of library reading
Parsons (1;10) reported facts for Chicago which showed that in
1880 the population was 503.298 and the public library
circulation 306.151. In 1920 the population was 2.701.705 and the
lit r). circulation was 7. 651.928. As compared with 1880. the
population had increased at least S times arid the library
circulation more than 25 firm's.

More recent studies showed that the amount of reading
material published continued to increase rapidly until 1930.
During the next five years the number of copies of books,
pamphlets, maga/ines, and daily and Sunday newspapers. as
shown by Waples ( 15: No.891decreased appreciably as a result of
the depression. During the same period. however, the amount of
library reading increased rapidly, "because enforced leisure.
prolonged idleness. and participation in educational activities all
serve as an impetus for immediate readingand study"( 12: No. 44.
p. 3.4). When all the data available are considered. the fact is
clear that America is rapidly becoming a nation of readers and
that the responsibility of the schools to teach pupils to read
intelligently becomes greater each year.

Wide Variations in Amount of
Reading among States

Unfortunately the reading prochs ities described above do
not exist to the same degree in the various states and sections of
the country. For example. data compiled by Stone (fi: No. 47)
showed hat the number of inhabitants per daily paper varied in
1925 from 1.4 in the District of Columbia to 18.1 in Mississippi:
that the inhabitants per maga/ine in the case of 47 leading
magvines varied from 1.8 for California to 12.5 for Mississippi;
and that the library circulation of books per capita varied from
4.8, in Massachusetts to .18 in Arkansas. These variations are
typical of those found at both earlier and later dates. They
assume large significance in slew of the findings of Reeder (Ill)
to the effect that a high comlation exists between the rank of
states in amount of reading and their rank on such bases as
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intelligence, the efficiency of their school systems, their
productivity as determined by agricultural and manufactured
goods produced." and the extent to which they furnish national
leaders, as shown by the names recorded in -Who's Who in
America."

Studies of the causal factors involved show that the
amount of reading done varies with such items as the history and
wealth of a community or region, the characte r of its people, tigeir
attitudes, beliefs, and ideals. the accessibility of libraries and
books, the extent of literacy, and the nature of the major
activities in which people engage. Before any region or state can
define clearly and accurately the nature of its reading and adult
education problems, intensive studicalihould be made of the
various factors that influence adult reading nabits.

Reading Proclivities ambng individuals
Of large social significance is the fact that the reading

proclivities of individuals within communities vary to a
surprising extent, At one extreme are those who read widely
along many lin at the other extreme are those who read little or
not at all. Such diffecerices suggest wide variations among the
people of a community in their familiarity with current events.
local. state, and national issues, and the cultural heritage of the
race and in their insight and understanding of the personal and
vocational problems which they face.,

the results of community surveys (6: No. 47, p. 262) show
clearly that the amounts read by indivituals vary with
conditions. For example. "adults who have haavide educational
advantages read far more. as a rule, than those of more limited
*mining. This is to be expected since educated people have
broader ;wrests which can be satisfied through reading. They
are also thrown daily in contact with people who are well read,
and they consequently find it necessary to read extensively
themselves in order to be equally well informed" (6: No. 47. p.
262).

The amount read differs widely also with occupational
group 'hose who belong to professional groups. for ..xample,
read as aNcule about twice as much daily as those belonging to
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clerical groups and almost three times as much as those belonging
to trade and labor groups. Other !actors, such as previous
educational adsantages and present social contacts, complicate
apparent relationships between occupation and amount of
reading. Furtheriuore. -married people devote a large; amount
of time to reading than unmarried; order people devote
somewhat more time to reading than younger people, although
the difference is not pronour.-:ed; men read more than women,
particularly among the mauled groups" (6: No. 47. p. 263).
Because of i he complexity of the problem, it is impossible to draw

.conclusions concerning the relatise importance of the various
factor, that now influence the reading habits of indisiduals.
Additional studies are needed of the !actor, and conditions
within the individual, in his home, and it his broader
ens iron merit that intiuence reading habits. and to determine their
relatese significance: for different type, of nubs 'dual,.

Character of the Material Read
In final analysis the kohl and quality of the material read

is of tar greater importance than the amount of reading that is
done. I-or purposes of clarity the discussion that follows will
consider separately facts relating to newspaper. maga/inc. and
book reading. Various studies pros ide es idence that newspaper,
are read almost unisersally It would be valid to assume.
therefore, that they might be one of the most powerfAagents of
modern society for promoting indis 'dual deselopment and social
progress. Unfortunately. fume% cr. the reading of newspapers
fails in many respeet to achiese these ends as fully as might be
expected. I hr.'s due to the large percentage of space devoted to
crime .Ind strictly sensational news.

As compared with the last quarter of Cie nineteenth
century. there has been during resent years a :narked "decrease in
news, both political and social, and in the amount of space given
to editorials. letters, and opinions. This decrease in editorialsand
opinion has been attributed by some to 'the tendency toward
standardiration of thought' and to the 'contempt' on the part of
owners of the press 'for the view, of readers'and an 'unwilling-
nes. to gise dissenting opinion a chance to ex press itself -(6: No.
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47, p. 265). Evidence of the preference of many newspaper
readers for trite and sensational news is found in the large
circulation of tabloids and in the pronounced tendency on the
pan of readers to direct their attention to cartoons, the sport
section. and items relating to personal violence and disaster.
Such facts lend support to the conclusion that much of the
newspaper reading in contemporary life is based on brief
unrelated accounts concerning items of minor importance. In
fact, one of the major educational problems which the nation
faces today relates to the need for greater interest in types of
reading of large personal and social significance.

Analyses of the contents of magazines show that they
include materials varying all the way from modern classics to the
cheapest type of sensational materials. Studies of the circulation
of magazines show that the eight or ten which are usually
recognized as superior in character have relatively small
circulations and that the so-called popular middle-grade
magazines are published in greatest numbers. There is general
agreement among investigators that the current-events type of
magazine contains material that is more cosmopolitan and
valuable than is true of the typical newspaper. Inquiries made
among children and parents reveal the fact that a surprisingly
large number of magazines of the cheap sensational type "are
subscribed for regularly or purchased at the newsstand. The
prominence of these magazines on the home library table
suggests the urgent need of campaigns among adults to elevate
their tastes and to stimulate interest in magazines of a better
clas" (6: No. 47, p. 266).

With respect to books fiction is without doubt the most
popular although biography and travel are read widely. Of large
significance is the fact that the specific type of books preferred
vanes from year to year. Furthermore, popular interest is
influenced by a wide range of factors. For example, "sales
increase notably if reference is made to a book in a news column,
if a public speaker makes a favorable comment concerning a
book, or if an editorial appears in which a book is referred to
favorably....Furthermore, such events as a great criminal trial
will create increased demand for books on psychology, psycho.
analysis and medicine, or a hunting trip by a prominent man will
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stimulate interest in books relating.to hunting, travel. and foreign
countries" 416: 1s1o. 47, p. 266). Additional evidence that the
selection of books may be easily influenced is found in the large
increase in the number of books read followings "book fair" or a
drive for better books.. The need is urgent foradditionalst udies to
determine methods and agencies thriugh which increased
interest in good books ca n be stimulated among variouselements
in our population. The fact that more books are not read is due to
lack of interest in reading, to failure to locate simple books
relating to themes in which adults are interested. and to the lack
of books in many communities.

Efforts to Classify Reading Materials
in Qualitative Terms

Since the kinds of materials read by d iffereni elements in
our population differ widely, students of reading and of
sociology have become increasingly interested of late in
techniques of evaluating reading materials. Wert (14: Na. 88). for
example, attempted to developa technique for determininglevels
of group reading. He assumed. first. that "the quality of all
reading done by a group can be noted' by the quality of the
magazines read by that group" and second. that "the quality of
one magazine is higher than another if the average reader" of the
former "is higher in scholastic aptitude, ranks higher in
English proficiency, ...shows a greater knowledge of contempo-
rary affairs." By giving a battery of tests covering these items and
by securing information concerning magazines read regularly
and occasionally. he classified magazines into different levels of
quality. Using the Saturday Evening Post as a "base quality." he
developed an index number fot each of 39 magazines. These
ratiggs were then applied to different groups with such results as
the following: "entering freshmen present an average reading
level coincident wi the Saturday Evening Post, the quality
increasing throughou the college period" and then decreasing
somewhat for adults in he community. Although some of the
basic assumptions underlying Wert's procedures have not been
validated, his study in general is very interesting and suggestive.
It indicates the possiblity of developing techniques which may be
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of great assistance in evaluating what is read by different
individuals and groups.

Relation of Available Materials to
What Readers Want to Read About

In many of the recent studies of reading the fact has been
pointed out that adults often do not read because materials are
not available relating to the topics in which they are most
interested. Striking evidence in support of this view was secured
by Waples and Tyler (8: No. 111. p.. 63) who found that "the
books said to circulate most widely contain only one fifth of the
subjects of most interest to eight or more of sixteen typical
groups. That is to say, the interest of the sixteen selected croups
in the twenty-three widely circulating topics is relatively low. The
impliRion of this fact is that publishers, booksellers, and
librarians might all benefit by knowing what other topics than
those treated in popular books particular groups of adults prefer
to rand about."

Readability of Adult Materials
One of the reasons why many adults read so little i§ that

much of the available material is too difficult to read easily (12:
No. 44). A majority of adults rank at about the seventh-grade
level or below in reading ability. while more than ball of the
material relating to adult interests cannot be read with ease and
understanding by those who rank as low as beginning seventh
grade in reading ability, Obviously these facts have wide social
and educational implications. If reading is to serve its largest
function in promoting individual development and social
progress. either the reading ability of adults must be greatly
increased in the future or far more material relating to adult
interests must be prepared which can be read easily by those of
limited reading ability,

In recognition of the foregoing facts various investigators
(14: No. 39). including Dale and Tyler. Ojemann, McClusky.
Vogel and Washburne. Gray and Leary, and Bryson. have carried
on informal and controlled experimentation to determine the
factors which influence readability. Of the structural elements
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studied by Gray dnd Leary. the following ranked high for all
readers: average sentence length; percentage of easy words;
number. of words not known to 90 per cent of sixth-grade pupils:
number of easy words; number of different hard words;
minimum syllabic sentence length: number of explicit sentences;
and number of first-, second-, and third-person pronouns.
Without doubt the most challenging problems which investiga-
tors face in the further study of readability relate to the nature of
the concepts included and the form of their presentation.
Through the cooperation of all individuals and agencies
concerned with the readability of printed materials, notable
progress should be made in the near future both in preparing
readable material for different types of readers and in identifyirig
desirable books for specific readers.

Steps in Further Developing
a Sociology of Reading

In concluding the renort of a study of the effect of the
depression on reading Waples suggested tliat "a sociology of
reading will develop in so far as we learn who reeds what and why
over consecutive periods of time" (15:. No, 89, p. 200). This
proposal is based on two assumptions; "that what people read
can be used to describe their attitudes and that the people whose
attitudes are of most interest to sociology in the study of public
opinion actually read enough to reveal their attitudes." If these
assumptions are accepted. the further development of a sociology
of reading involves three major tasks: "a) to determine the triptt
significant facts concerning the reading of a ny population grOup,
i.e, facts that best describe their total reading behaviorand which
also bear most directly upon important hypotheses of social
science; b) to devise valid indexes of the facts that reflect central
tendencies, indexes which will enable social scientists to apply
reading data to their own problems; c) to arrange for the
continuous recording of such facts for adequate samples of the
reading population in relation to social changes in the population
at large" (15: No. 89, p. 201).
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II. Nature of Reading and
Basic Processes Involved
The fact was emphasized repeatedly in the preceding section that
schools face major responsibilities if reading is to serve its
broadest function as a means of personal development and social
progress. This in turn requires a clear understanding of the nature
of reading and of the basic processes involved. Accordingly this
section will review briefly three concepts of reading that differ
radically in character and will summarize at some length the
results of studies relating to the motor and mental processes

'involved in reading.

1. Three Concepts of Reading
The nature of the reading act has been variously described

by different writers and investigators (34). According to one view
reading is primarily a process of perceiving or recognizing written
or printed symbols. Such a conception gives large emphasis to
accuracy in recognizing words, to the iiinount recognized at each
fixation off' the eyes, to the rate at which words and phrases are
recognized, to the rhythmical progress of perceptions along the
lines, and to the return sweep of the eyes from the end of one line

. to the beginning of the next. Because of the relative ease with
which these phases of reading can be measured numerous
objective studies of them have been made during recent years.

A much broader concept of reading assumes that it
involves not only the fluent, accurate recognition of words but
also the fusion of the specific meanings represented into a chain
of related ideas. Early studies in this field directed attention to
two important aspects of reading; namely, rate and comprehen-
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sion. During the last three decades investigators have studied
widely the achievement of pupils in these respects, the factors that
influence rate and comprehension. and the methods of increasin
efficiency in them.

A third concept of reading assumes that the reader
only apprehends the author's meaning but also reflects on he
significance of the ideas presented, evalutes them critically,, nd
makes application of them in the solution of problems. /This
concept of reading is often criticized on the ground Oat it
includes much that psychologists and educators have com only
called thinking. h is defended by many who mainta n that
reading is not a psychologically unique process, but r t her "a
complex of mental activities having much in common with other
complex operations and also some elements that are unilque"(34:
28). Since many of the purposes that take the reader to the
printed page require critical evaluation or the application of the
ideas apprehended, or both. it seems reasonable to inplude them
in any broad concept of reading that may be adoptpd.

The fact that reading has been conceived 4arrowly by
some investigators and broadly by others suggests tijat great care
must be observed in comparing the results of different studies.
Furthermore, it is necessary to have clearly iin mind an
investigator's concept of reading before reacting critically to his
recommendations. Obviously reading is a veryr'cOmplex art;
furthermore, the need is urgent fora clear understanding of all
that is involved in efficient reading. In summarjzing pertinent
studies in the sections that follow, reference will be made first to
those which relate to the motor processes in reading and second
to those which relate to the mental processes involved..

2. Motor Processes in Reading
The chief motor processes itt reading may be classified

under three headings; namely, visual, vocal. and extraneous,

Visual
The oculomotor processes are associated directly with the

movements of the eyes. Whereas it was formerly believed that the
eyes moved in a continuous sweep from left to right across the

to
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page, early investigations (30) showed that they proceed from left
to right in a series of quick, short movements and fixation pauses
and then return to the left in one quick. usually unbroken
movement, with fixation near the beginning of the next line. The
experiments of Erdmann, Dodge, and others led to the
conclusion that clear vision does not occur during interfixation
movements and as a result perception in reading takes place only
during the pauses. The validity of these conclusion. has been
challenged of late, but no conclusive evidence to the contrary has
as yet been presented.

The grosser movements of the eyes referred to above have
been analyzed in greater detail by Schmidt (I:. No. 329, p. 114)
who identified several types of movements in both the horizontal
and the vertical planes. Of major importance in the horizontal
plane are the interfixation movements, including refixations
either to the left or the right. and the return sweep from the end of
one: line to the beginning of the next. "The most striking
characteristic of these movements appears in the fact that the two
eyes do not cover equal distances in executing them, the leading
eye (in space) passing invariably over a greater extent than the eye
which follows. Such movement implies divergent adjustment."

In connection with the fixation pauses, three distinct types
of eye movements in the horizontal plane have 1$een identified.
"The first involves a gradual convergent movement of the eyes,
this being most strongly in evidence in the case of the initial
fixation pause of each line: the second type represents a rapid
movement of both eyes at the beginning of certain fixation pauses
in a direction opposite to that of the preceding connective
movement; the third type involves isolated irregular excursions
of the eyes in either direction, rarely more than one occurring in
connection with any one fixation. such movement being due in all
probability to lack of muscular balance" (1; No. 329, p. 114-15).

As indicated by the foregoing statements, a line of print is
read during several fixations of the eye from left to right. In
addition. there is a greater or smaller number of regressive or
backward movements to refixate on a word or phrase. As a result
of a critical review of the literature relating to such movements,
Tinker (14: No.. 82. p. 8) concluded that "one type of regression is
to correct inaccuracies in the location of the first fixation at the
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left end of a line after the backsweep from the end of preceding
line." Other regressions within the line are "to achieve more ade-
quate perception and apprehension. According to Dearborn, ...
the better readers soon tend to form 'shortlived motor habits' in
which about the same number of pauses are made per line for that
particular material. Generally the first pause in the line is longest,
the last somewhat shorter, and those between still shorter."

The first and last fixations in a lino are usually indented
more or less from the ends of the line. Quoting again from Tinker
(14: No. 82. p. 9) "Huey discovered that 78 to 82 per centof the
printed line was covered by the fixations.. The findings of
Dearborn are similar. Tinker found that this varied with the type
of reading: 84 per cent of the line was transversed by the eye in
reading prose. 89 per cent in algebra. and 99 per cent in lines of
formulas. As reading and study become more analytical,
therefore, more of the line is covered by the fixations." Tinker
also reviewed the results of previous studies and contributed new
data concerning the relative amount of time devoted to fixation
movements and pauses. His summary indicated that approxi-
mately 94 per cent of the reading time is devoted to pauses and 6
per cent to fixation movements. As the reading becomes more
analytical an increasingly small proportion of the time is devoted
to movements.

The eye movements in the vertical plane are similar in
certain respects to those in the horizontal plane,. According to
Schmidt (1: No. 329. p, 115). there is first "a gradual upward
movement of the eyes in connection with the interfixation
movements and the return sweep. this being indicative of
divergent adjustment." In connection with the fixation pauses
there are two types of movements. "The first represents a
downward movement of the eyes during fixation, this being
indicative of convergent at :ustmen' "The second type includes
"isolated irregular excursions of the eyes" due largely to lack of
muscular balance. In addition. slight "compensatory eye-
movements" were identified in both planes but were not
definitely characterized. As indicated by the foregoing comments
many of the smaller movements of the eyes are closely related "to
divergent and convergent binocular adjustment." Obviously the
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inadequacies inherent in the more elementary or grosser forms of
ocular behavior "are overcome by the higher forms of binocular
adjustment" (I: No. 329, p. 117). As will be indicated in a later
section. inability to make the necessary ocular adjustments may
be a cause of reading difficulty.

Vocal
By virtue of its very nature, oral reading involves very

definite vocal reactions. Even in silent reading, vocalization is
more or less pronounced in the case of many individuals.

The rate at which the various adjustments involved in
vocalization are acquired has important implications in respect
to both oral and silent reading. Fluent oral reading is possible. for
example, when meanings are apprehended quickly and when the
muscles that control the organs of speech respond quickly and
effectively to stimuli from printed symbols. In order to determine
the rate at which ability to articulate matures. Gray (1: No. 115)
and Judd (I: No. 204) asked pupils at different grade levels to
repeat digits as rapidly as they could for a period of time, such as
30 seconds. The results indicated that increase in vocal facility is
very rapid in the lower grades, much slower in the middle grades.
and insignificant in the upper grades. Wide variations in the rate
of articulation at each grade level were noted. When the rate of
articulation and the rate of recognition in reading were compared
it was found that the latter surpassed the former at about the
fourth-grade level. Judd concluded that when pupils reach this
stage of development increased emphasis should be given to
silent reading. As methods of teaching improve, an increasing
percentage of children learn somewhat earlier in the grades to
recognize words more rapidly than they can pronounce them.

The extent to which the organs of speech are involved in
silent reading has challenged keen interest among investigators
for decades. Observations reveal the fact that most pupils who
are learning to read move their lips to a greater or less extent
when reading silently, As they become more proficient in
reading, these movements are very much abbreviated and in time
disappear altogether among gool readers. In the case of less-
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fluent readers they lien persist throughout life. Many of the
vocal accompaniments of silent reading. however. cannot be
observed directly. They take the form of minor or incipient
movements in the larynx. in the tip or base of the tongue. in the
palate. or in other parts of the vocal apparatus. These movements
may occur for each word or. as Judd Vas pdreed out. fora group
of words representing an idea. Because of the nature of these
movements it has been difficult to secure adequate records of
them. Curtis. as quqted by Gray (1:, No. 125. p. 157). "procured
objective records of the movements of the larynx by placing_ a
sensitive tambour over this organ." A record of the movements
was made on a moving drum. He found that in 15 out of 20 cases
movements were recorded. Failure to secure records in 5 cases
was attributed to lack of refinement in the recording instrument.
In commenting on these findings. Gray pointed out the fact that
it was possible that movements occurred in other parts of the
vocal apparatus.

Other experimenters using different methods have
secured evidence of the presence of incipient movements of the
vocal apparatus in silent reading. The data availa ble do not prove
conclusively that they occur among all readers or are essential.
Final conclusions must await the development of more refined
recording instruments. Those who favor the view that movements
of the vocal apparatus are an invariable accompaniment of silent
reading do so on the theory that meanings and language are so
closely related in consciousness that the recognition of meaning
:n reading cannot occur without the reinstatement of the
movements involved in vocalisation. Others hold to the view that
the presence of vocal movements in silent reading is d by-product
of current methods of teaching pupils to read. The normal
method of teaching reading introduced recently in the Chicago
Public Schools is based on this assumption (14: No. 54). In the
light of the evidence available. the burden or prod iests on those
who maintain that movements of the vocal apparatus are not
essential and reduce efficiency in siknt reading.

Brief reference should be made next to the relation
between breathing and oral reading. In this connection the length
of the expiration period is very important. It is during this part of
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the breathing act that oral expression occurs. Experience shows
that if the expirations are short. the reading is likely to be jerky: if
they are prolotiged. the reader is likely to give the impression of
running down. According to C.T. Gray (l: No. 125, p. 171) the
kngth of the expiration period should "vary with the material
read. the inflection. force. and other factors which influence the
reading? His studies show clearly the respiration "may proceed
in a way to be of direct assistance in expression or it may go on in
a way which gives every evidence that control and adjustment are
lacking." One of the functions of a good teacher is to help pupils
learn to control respiration while reading so that it aids rather
than interferes with oral interpretation.

baraneous
Associate with reading are a number of extraneous

movements, such as changes in facial expression. movements of
the head forward or backward or from side to side, lowering or
raising of one or both shoulders. or other bodily attitudes. CA,
Gray (I: No. 125) associates such movements largely with poor
readers and claims that they may represent a lack of proper
adjustment to the reading situation. Huey (30: 167), on the other
hand, takes the position that some of these movements furnish
"the very body of much that we call meaning." Undoubtedly both
explanations are applicable. Experience teaches that poor
readers do engage in many extraneous movements as they
encounter difficulty in reading: we know also that many very
good readers give evidence of distinct head and facial movements
whik reading. As pointed out by Judd (1: No. 204), meanings
arise out of reactions and are often closely associated with bodily
attitudes and movements.

3. Mental Processes in Reading
Studies in the psychology of reading show that varibus

mental. as well as motor, processes are involved. Because of their
very nature they are much more difficult to identify and scribe
than are the motor processes. In the paragraphs that follow
significant facts concerning the perception or recognition of
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words, the apprehension of the meaning of what is read, and the
reader's reaction to or use of the ideas apprehended will be
summarized briefly.

Perception or Recognition of ii ords
Essential aspects of word perception include the presence

of written or printed symbols. attentive adjustment of the reader
to these symbols.and the arousal of association that result in the
recognition of their identity. including their pronunciations or
meanings or both, We are concerned for the moment with only
the thir4of these aspects of word perception.

Practically all psychologists agree that when stimuli from
printed words reach the visual centers of the brain associations
are aroused which result in the recognition of pronunciations or
meanings or both. A review of the literature relating to word
perception reveals three distinct points of view concerning the
source of these stimuli. One group of writers particularly those
who favor an organismic concept of psychology. maintain and
present evidence supporting the view that the context of the
sentence, or large unit. provides the mental set and arouses the
associations essential in the recognition of words. A second
group maintains that the word is the unit of recognition in
reading and that its total form is the distinguishing characteristic
by which it is recognized. A third group attaches primary
important.: to letters or groups of letters variously known as
"determiners""dominant" or "significant" letters or letter
combinations, The fact chz.ald be noted, however, that the early
group of investigators who favored this view considered the
identification of letters merely as an aid in the perception of
words and the recognition of meaning. Word recognition is
attained in their judgment by combining the associations aroused
with individual letters or groups of letters.

Analyses of the procedures adopted by mature readers
indicate that the general context, the total form of the word, and
detailed parts of words all function in word recognition. More
than three decades ago Huey (30: 102-16) emphasized the fact
that in the case of fluent reading the general form or outline of the
wore is a sufficient visual cue to its recognition. The aid supplied
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by the context "tips the balance in favor of the unitary
recognition of the word.... With very familiar words. the letter
recognitions are checked in their incipiency. With new words. the
recognition of certain letters may quite complete itself before the
whok word is known." It is evident. t erefore. "that we read by
phrases. words. or letters as we ma serve our purpose best."
Huey explained the fact. however that there are very great
individual differences. based..in part at least. on the methods by
which the reader has learned to read." .

The foregoing discussion suggests questions concerning
the extent to which perception is an analytic and a synthetic
process. The function and place of analysis has bccn brought out
clearly by Hamilton as a result of elaborate experimentation with
children and adults. His findings indicate that in a majority of
cases the general characteristics of a word are the clues by which
it is recognized. "But when some unfavorable condition arises or
when the words are strange or difficult. additional distinctions
within the word are required. in which case the parts of the word
must be brought more or Iessclearly to consciousness. according
to the degree of complexity or unfamiliarity.... The form of
procedure may therefore be described as predominantly
synthetic-analytic. the amount of analysis tending in general to
decrease with growth in ability and with increasing familarity
with the material read" ( I: No. 155. p. 52-53).

As a result of recent experimentation Vernon (39) has
described even more fully the nature of the perceptual process.
She maintains that both the total word form and the distinguish-
ing characteristics of a word are important.. They are the elements
which differentiate one word from another. She also identified
(38: 118-19) four steps or stages in the perception of words: a) a
vaguely perceived form or contour, with b)certain dominating or
specific parts, which c) stimulate auditory or kinesthetic imagery.
and d) arouse meaning. lhese stages are assumed to be present in
all normal reading situations. The fact should be pointed out that
experiments with children indicate that in the process of learning
to read they are more concerned with the dominating parts of
words than are adults whose reading habits are mature. With
increase in familiarity with words less and less conscious
attention to their details is necessary.
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The foregoing statements may be supplemented to
athantage by more detailed facts concerning the perceptual
process. According to linker (14: No. 142, p. K -9) ~the first pause
seems to in%ohe a general surrey through the aid of peripheral
%ision of at least the first part of tn.. line.... Extra foveal vision.
especially to the right of the fixation, ) selds premonitions of
coming words and phrase forms as well as stimulating meaning
premonitions. Word forms, indisbnetly seen in peripheral vision.
begin the perceptual process much in ad%ance of direct fixation."
As a result. the number and duration of fixations are decreased
and the rate of reading increased

As indicated by the results of carious experiments. the
amount recogni/cd at each fixation of the cycs differs with such
fact oi s as the type 01 material used numbers. geometrical
forms. nonsense syllables, meaningful groups of words and the
reader's familiarity with them. E urthermore. the a% crage amount
recognised at each fixation in reading is distinctly less, as a rule.
than the a%erage amount of the same type of material recognised
at one fixation in a short-exporc apparatus. I his is due largely,
to the fact that in the latter Case the reader has time to recall and
organin the %anous impressions recencd before attention is
directed to a new unit. 1 he fact that the span of recognition is not
as large, on the a%crage. as the perceptual span has stimulated
both in% est 'gators and teachers to de% clop methods of increasing
the pan of recognition which in turn greatly impro%os the
efficiency of the reader

Inasmuch as most of the studies of perception in readurg
haw dealt with only specific aspects of the total problem. one
should accept cautiously the %ie v. point of any single in%estigator
concerning the nat u re of the perceptual process. Filch of scores of
studies in this field add something of importance to an under-
standing of the perception of words. The criiical summaries by
such writers as Huey Mt, Vernon (3$). and linker (14: No. $2)
pm%ide the best sources now available for a comprehensive
picture of findings and needed research.

Appreherica4m 4)1 Metwang
Only a limited number of studies haw related specifically

to the mental processes invoked in the apprehension of the
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meaning of what is read. All investigators agree that these
processes are numerous and complex. The fact is also widely
recognized that the two basic processes in comprehension are
first the arousal of meauinglul associations with words and
groups of words as stimuli from the retina reach the visual centers
of the brain and, second, the fusion of these meanings into a chain
of related ideas. In the first of these steps the chief resource of the
reader is his background of related experience. Only in so far as
the reader's experiences relate in some form or other to the
cqncepts or situations to which the author refers can the reader
comprehend what is read. It follows that a reader's meaning
vocabulary in terms of extent and richness is of large importance.
In fact, it correlates more highly with comprehension than any
other factor studied thus far except intelligence (I: No. 179).

In the act of reading, however, one cannot always rely on
the meanings which he has previously attached to specific words.
This is due to the fact that they are often used by the writer in a
new or different sense. As a result the reader must search,
sometimes quite vigorously, for the specific meanings ithplied by
the words read. The essence of this phase of the reading act.
according to Richards (35), is to select and combine relevant
items of experience that are implied by the immediate context., by
the author's mood. tone. or intention, and by everything the
reader knows that makes clear 'the meaning of a passage. Not
infrequently, however, these sources of information are inadequate
and the reader must make use of glossaries. dictionaries,
encyclopedias. textbooks, and even periodicals, movies, radio
broadcasts., pictures, or direct contact with reality in an effort to
discover appropriate meanings.

As meanings are aroused or discovered, they an: so fused
or related in the mind of the reader that the general meaning of
the passage read is understood. According to Huey (30), James.
and others the vanous elements of meaning are held before
consciousness until the total meaning of the passage is
understood. As a result it is possible for the reader to accept or
modify the meanings which he first attached to particular words
before using them in deriving the total meaning of a sentence or
longer unit. The extent and variety of the mental activity involved
in this aspect of reading has been described by Thorndike as a
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' result of detailed studies of the processes involved in reading: "It
consists in selecting the right elements of the situation 'and
putting them together in the right relations, and also wtth the
right amount of weight or influence or force foreach. The mind is
assailed as it were by every word r the paragraph., It must select,
repress: soften. einphasize, correlate and organize. all under the
influence of the right mental set or purpose or demand" (1: No.
377. p., 329).

The studies referred to above also led Thorndike to
conclude that "reading an explanatory or argumentative
paragraph in his (the pupil's) textbooks on geography or history
or civics, and (though to a less degrze) reading narrative or
description, involves the Aille sort of organization and analytic
action* of ideas as occur in thinkipg of supposedly higher sorts"(I:
No. 377, p. 331).

One of the possible implications of the statement that
meanings must be selected and organized in the light of the "right
mental set or purpose or demand" is that the mental processes
invoed in reading vary with the purpose that takes the reader to
the printed page. Evidence supporting this assumption was
secured by Judd and Buswell who photographed the eye
movements of 20 subjects. These subjects were asked to read a
newspaper account a) rapidly merely to find out what it was
about and b) -arefully in order to answer questions about it.
When the records were compared. was found that in most cases
careful reading was accompanied by a larger number of fixations.
by longer duration of fixations, and by more regressive move-
ments per line. These adjustments on the part of the reader
indicated, according to the investigators. that the processes
involved in reading vary with the purpose. They concluded.
therefore. that a printed page turns out to be "a source of a mass
of impressions which the acti.- mind begins to organize and
arrange with reference to some pattern which it is trained to work
out. If the mind is fitting together the impressions so as to bring
into high relief grammatical distinctions, the grouping of words
and the distribution of cr phasis will be according to one pattern.
If the mind is intent on something wholly different from
grammar. as, for example, the experiences 'vhich the author is
trying to picture. the whole mental and pisysral attitude of the
reader will be very different" (1: No. 201 p. 4),
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The facts secured by Judd and Buswell also indicate that
the processes involved in reading differ with the kind of material,
for example. poetry and scientific 'exposition, and with its
difficulty. Other experimenters have pointed out that familiarity
with the material read modifies the processes involved in
apprehending its meaning and the degree of concentration and
effort required. The need is urgent for additional experiments
which will identify more fully than has been done thus far the
nature of the processes involved in securing a clear grasp of

- waning and the extent and ways in which they are modified by
the conditions under which one reads.

Reaction to the Use of the Ideas Apprehended
The discussion thus far has considered the processes

involved in the recognition of words and the apprehension of
meaning. As indicated earlier, the reader may engage also in a
number of supplementary steps or processes of which the
following are examples: drawing inferences, seeing implications,
and judging the validity of the ideas presented; making
judgments concerning the quality, effectiveness, or completeness
of the author's presentations; comparing the views of different
authors concerning the same issue; applying the idea:. gained to
new situations; using the information secured in the solution of
personal and social problems; and integrating the ideas gained
through reading with previous experience to acquire improved
patterns of thinking and of action. Whether an individual
compares the in.as read with previous experience, judges their
validity, or applies them in the solution of a personal problem
depends on his motives, purposes, attitudes, and interests at the
time.

A comparison of what is involved in reading merely to
discover an author's views and in reading to judge critically the
views presented reveals 'a significant advantage of the latter
aspect of reading. "in the former case a good reader makes use of
every clue to meaning that he knows without letting any prejudice
o bias of his own influence his decision.... As the views of the
author are recognized. however, the reader evaluates them
critically in the light of all that he knows, judges their validity or
worth, and accepts or rejects them with discrimination.
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Obviously in apprehending the meanings implied by the words
used. the thinking of the reader is controlled by the author in
reacting critically to the ideas presented the reader controls his
own thinking" (25 27).

Unfortunately very little experimental evidence is available
concerning the mental processes involved in the reader's reaction
to or use of the ideas gained through reading. Obviously, they
differ very little. if at all. from simile r responses to what is seen or
heard., In outlining proceuures for the reader to adopt. specialists
in reading have found it necessary to draw heavily on general
psychological analyses and classroom observations of the steps
desirable in achieving specific ends. Tne following description by
Strang is illustrative of most of the information now available:
"In reading to obtain proof on any point the student will lint
formulate the assumptions which are to be studied. Then he will
select. as he reads, the ideas significantly related to the
assumptions. He will search for evidence in support of or
opposed to the assumptions and weigh each bit of evidence as he
reads. If evidence accumulates against one of his original
assumptions, he will change it. Finally, he will act upon the
assumptions for which he has obtained proof. Judd has made a
coniprehensive analysis of the abilities required in scientific
thinking which includes elements of obset..ition, analysis,
synthesis. selective recall. and imagination as well es ability to
recognise the problem, judge the adequacy of data, discover
essential re;ationships, and suspend judgment until enough
reliable evidence is available on which to draw conclusions.
Training in thinking is an essential part of a program for the
improvement of reading on the higher leveis of comprehension
and application" (37: 47-48).

The foregoing statements make it clear that training
pupils to react intelligently to and apply what is read is a very
challenging responsibility. There is urgene. need of carefully
planned studies which aim to discover, first. the nature of the
mental processes involved in reading for various purposes,
second, the conditions which determine progress or growth on
the part of the reader, and. third, the types of guidance which are
most effective.
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III, Factors Related to Growth in Reading
It is widely recognized that progress in acquiring efficient reading
habits is influenced by various factors and conditions, such as the
learner's stage of development, his interest in reading, and the
amount of incentive and guidance afforded by his total
environment. Interest in identifying such factors developed early
in this century with the discovery of individual differences in
achievement and rate of growth and has remained at a high level
to the present time. In the paragraphs that follow an effort will be
made to summarize the major findings of research concerning the
factors associated with growth in different aspects of reading.
Owing to the nature ,of the data reported in some of the
investigations, it is often impossible to determine whether a given
factor was merely associated with progress in reading or was
causally related to it. Obviously more rigorous selection of data
and fuitlier refinements in their statistical treatment are essential
in future studies in this field.

Relation of Intelligence td General Progress in Reading
Because of its close relation to progress in every phase of

reading, the mental capacity of the reader will be considered first.
One of the early studies of the correlation between intelligence
and silent reading achievement was reported by True (I: No.
386), who gave three intelligence tests and four silent readingtests
to 218 pupils in grades 4 to 8 inclusive. The coefficients of
correlation obtained varied from -.10 to v.87 with a mean of
about +.50. The correlation was highest in the fourth grade,
relatively high in the filth and sixth grades, and somewhat lower
in the seventh and eighth grades. The correlations were
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somewhat higher in the case of the grout) intelligence tests than in
the case of the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Test.: This was
doubtless due to the fact that reading was involved to a greater or
lass extent in the group intelligence tests. Early studies at the
college level also revealed relatively high correlations when group
intelligence tests were involved (1:: No. 407). The correlations
differed widely. however, for different parts of the intelligence
tests used. suggesting that certain mental functions may be far
more influential in "reading than Others.

Recent studies have tended to be much more analytical
and discriminating than earlier ones., For example, Leave!! and
Sterling (16: No. 70) found correlations between intelligence and
such basic factors in reading as number of fixations, number of
regresssions, duration of fixations, span of recognition. rate, and
comprehension. The data secured showed "a fairly marked
tendency" for the more intelligent children to do better in these
various aspects of reading than the less intelligent. The size of the
coefficients varied with the intelligence tests used. Furthermore,
the differences between the superior and average intelligence
groups were greater in more of the basic factors when the
Kuhlman-Anderson Intelligence Test was used than when the
Myers Mental Measure was used.

With very few exceptions all the studies which have been
reported show a greater or less degree of positive correlation
between general intelligence and reading achievement. The fact
that reported correlations are generally not above 40 to .50
indicates that factors other than intelligence influence progress in
reading. Variations in coefficients when different reading and
intelligence tests were used are due to the fact that different
aspects of reading and different combinations of mental
functions were measured. The neen is urgent for the development
of more refined measures of intelligence and for a clearer
definition of "le mental functions involved. Equally important is
the need for more discriminating measures of progress in
different aspects of readin and of achievement in reading
different types of material and in reading Pmr different purposes.

Factors Related to Progress in Oral Reading
In a study involving 1050 primary grade pupils, Oglesby

No 282) classified them into three groups on the basis of their
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intelligence scores. When oral reading tests were given it was
found that the superior group usually. although not always. read
the most rapidly, made the fewest errors, and attempted the
hardest paragraphs. The fact that there was a large amount of
overlapping indicated that factors other than intelligence
influenced progress.

Studies made 'during the last twenty-five years have
identified many other factors that influence progress in oral
reading. Briefly stated, they are nationality, sex. economic
conditions, methods of teaching, provision for individual
differences, and the amount read. For example. girls on the
average make more rapid progiess in learning to read aloud than
do boys; children coming from favorable economic conditions do
better as a rule than less fortunate children.. children who do
much oral reading usually excel those who read little aloud;
Jewish children who speak English make far more rapid progress
as a rule than children of like attainments but belonging to other
nationality groups. Additional factors and conditions which
have frequently been associated with differences in progress but
whose influence has not been so fully or objectively determined
are school attendance, health, attitude of pupils toward reading.
the ability of the teacher, the quality of the reading materials
used. the amount of time devoted to reading. detailed techniques
of teaching, the out-of-school experiences of pupils, and the
amount and character of the kindergarten training received.
Carefully planned studies are needed to determine the character
of the influence exerted by these factors. Furthermore, studies
should be made of various combinations of factors and
conditions to determine which are most favorable to rapid
progress.

Factors Related to Growth in Comprehension
Because of the large importance of comprehension in

most reading activities, the factors which influence its develop-
ment merit cireful consideration. A survey of the literature
relating to such factors reveals two types of studies. The first and
most frequent type was so organized that little more was achieved
than to identify factors that were associated with differences in
comprehension. Suggestive as such studies are they do not show
whether given factors actually promote or retard growth in
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comprehension. Many of the studies made in connection with
public-school surveys are of this general character, The second
and most valuable type aimed to determine the relation of
specific factors to progress in comprehension. Some of these
studies were caritially organized; others failed to control or hold
constant some of the variables. In such cases it was not always
clear that a causal relationship actually existed. Nevertheless, the
evidence now available concerning certain factors is sufficiently
dependable to justify tentative conclusions.

One of the most illuminating studies in this field was made
by Hilliard (1:: No., 170) who first identified through a survey of
the literature of silent reading twelve factors that might influence
comprehension. Six of them were eliminated from further study
because satisfactory methods of isolating them could not be
devised. An effort was then made to determine the relation to
comprehension of the remaining six; namely, general intelligence.
meaning vocabulary, rate of reading, ability to reproduce
material read. lip movement and articulation. and ability to
organize. Several tests of each of these factors were given. The
results attained through the method of partial correlation
showed that there was positive correlation between comprehen-
sion and each of five of them. The zero order of correlations
reaffirmed this relationship and showed the following order of
importance among them: **intelligence, vocabulary. organization.
rate, reproduction: Later studies have verified repeatedly the
existence of a positive relationship in the case of intelligence and
vocabulary. Questions arise concerning the nature of the
relationship in the case of ability to organize and to reproduce
and in the case of rate of reading.

A review of all evidence available shows that some of the
factors which influence comprehension are inherent in the
reader. such as general intelligence, meaning vocabulary.
background of related ontperience. interest in reading. and to a
limited extent. race, nationality, and sex. Other factors are
pedagogical in nature. such as the trainirr and experience of the
teacher. a cleat definition of objectives in teaching comprehen-
sion, a vigorous program of instruction and pupil guidance. and
the amount of reading required. Still other factors are inherent in
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the material read, such as its readability and the skillful use of
pictures in the text (13: No. 40). Wise utilization of these findings
may materially affect practice in the future in organizing
instruction and in providing guidance that aims to improve
comprehension.

Factors Related to Improvement in Meaning Vocabulary
Because of the large importance of meaning vocabulary in

reading, Gray and Holmes (15: No. 35) made an extended study
of the literature on reading to identify factors that are related to
its development, The evidence secured indicated that growth in
meaning vocabulary is correlated more or less closely with intel-
ligence, the nature of the instruction given, the experience and
cultural influences of the pupils, and interest in the meanings of
words. Other factors considered but which proved to have little
or no correlation with growth in meaning vocabulary, or
concerning which the evidence was not conclusive, were sex, the
study of Latin, and amount of reading. One of the most
encouraging facts revealed was the large influence exerted by the
kind of instruction given.

Border, Burch, and Turner (1: No, 36). for example,
compared the meaning vocabularies of pupils in two schools
which differed widely in respect to the economic and social status
of the families' represented. The test scores showed clearly that
the pupils of one school ranked significantly higher in meaning
vocabularies than the pupils of the other although the former
group was distinctly inferior in sial and economic status and in
intelligence scores. An analysis of various factors that might have
influenced vocabulary development led to the conclusion that the
chief difference between the two groups lay in the kind of
instruction provided. Some of the important characteristics of
the curriculum of the school which ranked highest in meaning
vocabulary were described as follows (1: No. 36, p, 716): a) "its
subject matter :s intimately and vitally related to everyday life
the schoolwork gives meaning and understarding of the daily
activities of which the child himself is a part"; b) "the pupil is
made to experience in his own life as much as possibleof the race
experience that is of fundamental value ": c) "the general plan of
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work calls for initiative and constant participation on the part of
pupils comparable to that called forth by play and home life"; d)
the problem method of teaching. necessitating organization and

clear, purposive thinking on the part of both teacher and pupils".
e) **because the matter presented is vitally related to the life of the
children their expression is spontaneous. free. and adequate."
The detailed facts presented lend support to the convietion of the
experimenters that superiority was due lariply t:, "vitalized
content. social motive, and humanized method."

From the results of the various studies reported thus far it
is obvious that four factors determine to a large extent the growth
of a child's meaning vocabulary; namely. his capacity to learn,
the cnaracter of his environment. the nature: and development of
his interests. and the kind of instruction provided.. Further
experimentation is needeJ in each of :nest fields to indicate
dearly the nature and extent of the infhience exerted.

.. ,

Factors Related to Growth in Speed of Silent Reading
The laege import.nce that afflict& to speed of reading has

stimulated many investigators to review the literature and to
organize experimental studies to identify factors that influence it.
As early as 1897 Quantz ( 1 f No. 308) made an extended study of
the factors that contribute to rapid reading. in hif repo: t, he
emphasized the following: good "visual perception, practice as
determined by the amount of reading from childhood on, power
of concentration. mental alertness estimated by rapidity of
original composition. scholarly ability as decided by college
record ;." Quantz included in his lit only those factors which
analysis and judgment led him to believe were causally related to
speed of reading. #

Almost a quarter o' i century later O'Brien (I: No. 280.p.
37-77) made an elaborate mammary of expoilmental literature
relating to speed of reading and conc!udea that the following
factors influence the speed at which one reads: "praci ice in rapid
silent reading," amount of vocalization. "training in perception,"
the kind and difficulty of subject-matter, purpose of reading,
"concentration of attention." "ability to grasp the meaning,"and
"reaction time." These findings support some of a he earlier
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conclusions of Quantz, particularly with reference to the value of
practice in rapid silent reading, power of concentration. and
training in perception. The fact that speed of reading varies with
ability to concentrate and to grasp meaning led Quantz. O'Brien,
and many later investigations to conclude that speed ()treading is
determined largely by the rate at which the mind can assimilate
ideas rather than by the rate at which visual impressions are
received and transferred to the brain.

Early investigators, such as Reudiger and Dearborn. held
to the siew that rapid readers in one type of material were usually
rapid readers in other types also. Later experimenters. while
recognizing the general validity of this siew. have pointed out
numerous exceptions which they attribute primarily to differerces
in interest and familiarity. For example. Pressey and Pressey (1:
No. 305) reached the following conclusion based on the results of
tests including poetry, scientific material. and stories: "A good
reader in one type of subject-matter may very likely be a poor
reader with other material" Furthermore, Judd and Boswell( I:
No. 203) found that different kinds of passages, such as fiction.
geography. rhetoric. easy verse. and algebra induced contrasting
attitudes and distinctly different rates of reading on the part of
individuals, Other investigations support the view that familiarity
with the content of what is read and the simplicity of a passage
definitely influence speed of reading.

Among the factors mentioned by O'Brien that influence
speed of reading was "reaction time."Traxler (II : No. 90) studied
this relationship in the case of five high-school groups. using
"speed of association of ideas" as a measure of reaction time. He
found that while the relationship was not high. it "was positive
and high enough to be significant." He concluded that "there is
ground for thinking that slow association rate may be so closely
related to the retarded reading rate of some slow faders that the
teacher should not utilize the usual methods to get them to read
more rapidly."

When all of the evidence available is reviewed. it seems
obvious that the following factors rank high in influencing speed
of reading: the purpose of reading: the reader's familiarity with
the content or related concepts; the kind of material read and its
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difficulty; the amount of thought given to the content while
reading; the amount of lip movement while reading; the extent of
practice in silent reading: and ability to grasp meaning readily as
measured in part by reaction time, or rate of association of ideas.

Relation between Speed and
Comprehension in Silent Reading

Before concluding the discussion of factors that influence
progress in reading, il-bt interrelations of speed and comprehension
in silent reading should be considered. This issue has been the
subject of many heated controversies. A critical review of the
experimental literature in 1925 ( 1: 124-311 led to the following
conclusions: 2) There is positive correlation between speed and
comprehension when "children read carefully" and when adults
-*lead at their normal rates or rapidly." In both cases the
h:Attionship is by no means invatiable. The degree of
correlation varies for children among school systems. schools.
grades, and classes." and for adults among the different groups
tested. r) The correlation between speed and comprehension in
the case of children varies with such factors as the "kind of
difficulty of passages.""t he purpose of reading."and the measure
of comprehension used. Mature readers. on the average. seem to
grasp more of the ideas of a passage at a single reading if they read
slowly than if they read at their normal rates. On the other hand.
if the number of ideas per unit of time is the measure such persons
make higher scores when reading rapidly.

Studies made during the last decade have been extremely
critical of the techniques used in earlier investigations. For
example. in 1932 Tinker (10: No. 77) reviewed the results of
previous studies and presented new evidence. His studies led to
the conclusion that dissimiliv materials used in various reading
tests do not yield comparable scores. that the many reading skills
are somewhat independent, and that "the only adequate method
of discovering the true relation between speed and comprehen-
sion" is to measure them on the same or strictly comparable
material." Data obtained by Tinker in harmony with this
principle revealed very high intercorrelations and led him to
conclude that "there is a close relation between speed and
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comprehension." Additional studies concerning .hc degree of
correlation when reading different types of matenial, when
reading materials of different levels of difficulty, and when
reading for different purposes would be very illuminating.
Further research is needed also to determine the effect of
different types of teaching upon the degree of correlation
between speed and comprehension and the reasons why the
findings vary widely among different schools and classes and at
different grade levels.

Re fact that significant positive correlations have been
found between speed and comprehension does not justify the
practice of urging pupils to read as rapidly as they can. On the
contrary, experiments sho% that increasing the rate of reading
will most likely result in a decrease in comprehension. The
practical procedure justified by the evidence now available is that
pupils should be urged to read only as rapidly as they can achieve
well the purpose that takes them to the printed pages.

I
r
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IV. interest in Reading
Studies relating to reading interests have been reported for at
least fifty years. One of the earliest studies published appeared
anonymously in the May. 1889. issue of Education under the title
"What Do Pupils Read?" During the nineties at least seven
studies were mcde of the reading interest of elementary- and

%, secondary-school 'pupils and of adults. They were concerned
largely with library withdrawals. favorite books of boys and girls.
literature and characters that...swealed most strongly. and
changes in reading interests from chiElhood to adulthood.

During the period from 1900 to 1920 a relatively small
number of studies of reading interests were published. Ttie
average was less than one a year. Jordan's comprehensive report
(1: No. 198) in 1921 included a summary of twenty previous
studies and two original experiments. From 1920 to 1929 interest
in this field increased very rapidly. By 1929 Gray and Munroe (6:
No. 47) reported alwst a hundred studies of the reading interests
of elementary an , secondary pupils. During the following decade
interest in this held continued to increase steadily and at present
(1940) approximately two hundred published studies are
available.

Many of the early investigators employed a questionnaire
as the means of obtaining data relative to reading ;nterests. Other
methods include analysis of book withdrawals in libraries;
observation of children in classrooms, in libraries. and at home;
and conferences with readers. in a few cases the investigator has
sought to determine under controlled conditions the preferences
of pupils, or the effect of a selected procedure on growth in
interest and in the expressed preferences of pupils. When
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properly organlied, the experimental procedure is valid and
highly productive, but it is exceedingly expensive of time and
energy.

The data available in respect to most issues concerning
reading interests have usually been secured in various ways and
often without adequate controls; hence great care must be
observed in drawing conclusiotts from them. The need is great, for
an extension and refinement of the techniques of investigation in
this field and for the study of more problems under comparable
conditions and through the use of corresponding techniques. Of
even greater importance is the need fOr studies which can identify
latent as well as developed interests and discriminate between
basic interests and these which are the product of mere
circumstance, such as the availability of books of particular
types.

Some of the major findings and conclusions are presented
under two headings: a) significant facts concerning reading
interests and preferences; b) factors and conditions that influence
reading interests. For the reading interests of adults see the
section on the "sociology of reading."

Significant Facts Concerning
Reading Interests and Preferences

Summaries prepared by various investigators. such as
Jordan ( I . No. 198), Gray ( I: 158-74). Gray and Munroe (6: No.
47), Celestine (7: No.. IS). Friedman and Nemzek (14: No. 284,
and Anderson125: 217-71), have identified many facts concerning
reading interests and preferences of which the following are
highly significant.

1. Of large importance are the trends revealed by studies
of the extent to which children read: a) The percentage of pupils
who read books independently increases rapidly during the early.
middle, and upper grades and remains relatively high on the
average. but not uniformly so in different schools. during the
secondary- school period. h) The average number of books read
independently varies from ten to twenty in the sixth. seventh, and
eighth grades. During the succeeding grades two distinct
tendencies appear. In some schools a high average is maintained;
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in other schools the number of books read on the average
decreases notably. The latter trend is often attributed to
distractions, to the increasing demands made by daily assignments
on high-school pupils. and to the greater prominence of other
interests.

2. Concerning newspapers and magazines the findings
indicate that a large percentage of children above the third grade
who have an opportunity to do so look at and read the former
and, to a lesser extent, the latter. In the middle and upper grades
the percentage of children who read newspapers and magazines
regularly continues to increase. In some high schools studied,
practically all pupils reported that they engaged regularly in
newspaper or magazine reading or both: In other schools the
findings were very disappointing. According to Levi (16: No.. 72)
the tenth grade ranks lowest at the secondary-school level in
newspaper reading and in interest in current events. These

ifindings. as well as those referred to n the preceding paragraph,
indicate that the secondary school forms a critical period in
respect to the reading habits of many young people. They show
too that these schools face challenging reading problems which as
yet have not been satisfactorily solved.

3. The results of published studies are in agreement
concerning the geieral types of material preferred by children
and young people. a) Pupils in both elementary and secondary
schools read more fiction than any other type of material and like
it better. When interest in juvenile fiction declines. pupils often
fail to do additional reading becarse the home, the school, and
the library fail to ptovide appropriate materials or to arouse new
and compelling interests. b) Children and young people select for
recreational reading a relatnely small number of factual or
informational books. Studies by Uhl (2. No.. 63) and St .: :l: (3:,
No. 46) show that pupils enjoy informational material that is
simply and attractively written. As a result of the increasing
attention given to the preparation of informational books for
children, the amount of such reading has increased slowly but
steadily during recent years. c) Pupils at all age levels with but
rare exceptions prefer prbse to poetry. Uhl found, however, that
the reasons offered for not liking poetry usually attached to
particular poems. hurthermore. some evidence has appeared
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which supports the contention that the prevailing dislike for
poetry among children is due in part to the poems they are asked
to read and the methods of instruction used.

4. The outstanding fact about the reading preferences of
children is that they differ widely at each grade and age level.
Such differences can be readily explained by the fact that the
interest of boys and girls differ to a greater or less extent with
mental age. brightness. reading achievement, home environment.
and previous experiences. it follows that a wide range of reading
materials must be available at any grade level in order to provide
adequately for the reading interests of all members of a group.

5. Although the reading interests of pupils differ widely at
the respective grade levels. certain interests are more characteristic
of pupils in some grades than in others. For example. Celestine
(7: No. ,15) found that children in the earliest grades were in
general interested in animal stories. stories of children and
familiar experience. nature stories of the fanciful type. and the
simpler fairy tales. Between the ages of eight and ten animal
stories of a realistic nature, stones of home and school life. of
children in other lands. and of adventure. as expressed in the Boy
Scout Serie& become increasingly popular, During the period
from ten to twelve Lazar (15: No. 49) found that the following
elements made a general appeal: action. adventure. animal life
and nature. child life. excitement. humor-mischief. thrills.
mystery. realism. sportsmanship and bravery. suspense. Between
twelve and fifteen broader interests are exhibited by boys and
girls in their social and natural environment: histo biography.
and adventure become increasingly inteiesting. books and
articles on hobhtcs. how to make things. and specialized interests
are read widely furthermore. fiction of the sensational and
mystery types is xen popular. Such findings indicate that the
interests of children change with increasing age and maturity. A
more detailed analysis of published evidence shows that reading
interests at any level merge gradually into those of another.
sarying with such factors as mental age. sex. background of
experience. home influence. and availability of materials.

6. Comparisons of the reading interests of boys and girls
reveal few significant differences in the primary grades. Between
ten and thirteen years of age. however. striking differences
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appear. Boys become increasingly interested in accounts of
sports, adventure, war and scouting whereas girls become
increasingly absorbed in Jtories of home and school life. fairy
stories, and love stories. By the age of fifteen reading interests of
both sexes are more or less definitely established. As indicated by
the results of various studies, boys prefer newspapers and current
events, accounts of sports, and materials relating to topics of
special interest to the field of vocational activities. Girls express
increasing preference for biography, books of humor, the all-
fiction type of magazine, and poetry. In considering the interests
of either boys or girls. those that are common to both sexes must
be kept clearly in mind.

i 7. Comparisons of the reading interests of children of
t arying levels of intelligence reveal significant differences. Green
(3: No. 25) found. for example. that pupils of low mental ability
"preferred children as characters in their stories, read less current
news, and less about specialized interests than those having
medium or high intelligence." She also found more chronic
readers of "series" books among the former. Terman and Lima
(3: No. 49) reported that gifted children read more "science.
history. biography. travel folk tales, nature and animal stories,
informational fiction, poetry, drama, and encyclopedias" and
less "emotional fiction and stories of adventure and mystery." In
a study extending over a number of years, Witty and Lehman ( 12:
No. IMO found no evidence of a peak in reading interest at about
fifteen years of age as reported in some schools. The data of these
investigators indicated that gifted girls read more than gifted
boys, but in the case of magazines and newspapers this

n relationship is reversed.
8. Throughout the last twenty-five years the results of

studies of what pupils read independently have been disappointing
when the quality and literary merit of the material are considered.
This is true even in the case of college graduates The attitude of
investigators in general is well illustrated by the following
conclusion of Persons (14. No. 62): "Does not the preponderance
of fiction, the absencil of reading that challenges the power to
appraise and evaluate, the slight attention paid to poetry, the
undiscriminating choice of magazines, the occupation with the
tabloid newspaper" suggest a responsibility and offer a challenge
to supervisors and teachers.
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9. As a result of a study extending over a *aide or
more, Rasche ( lit No. 68) reached the significant conclusion that
the chief improvement made thus far in the reading interests of
young people was among those who had learned to read with
reasonable ease and understanding. He pointed out the urgent
need of vigorous effort in the near future to improve" the
attainments of poor readers, to provide simple materials that
rel: ie to their interests, and to stimulate desirable motives for
reading.

10, As a result of an elaborate survey among teachers and
librarians, Rasche (4: No. 87) found that numerous methods of
stimulating and directing reading interests have been developed
and are in wide use both in the classroom and in the library.
Through his efforts, as well as those of others, constructive
suggestions are now available for all wl'o are interested.

Factors and Conditions that Influence Reading Interests
Studies of reading interests and preferences have been

supplemented by many invatigations which throw light on the
factors and conditions that promote or modify them. The results
of these studies are very encouraging in that they show clearly
that reading interests are influenced by many factors and
conditions which the school or home can control.

1. Experiments carried on by Bamberger (1: No. 16)
indicated clearly that the physical makeup of books influenced
the choices of primary-grade pupils. In general books possessing
the following characteristics were preferred: size--seven and one-
half inches long by five inches wide by one inch thick; colors
blue, red, and yellow; many illustrations with crude and
elementary colors, "having a high degree of saturation and a
great deal of brightneow; pictures with storytelling qualities; wide
margins, at least an inch in width. Some of these conclusions are
tentative and require further experimentation for verification..
The results suggest a type of consideration that is very important
and that is receiving increasing attention.

2. Personal experience and experiments show cleady that
teachers' preferences influence pupils' choices to a significant
extent. In a study including seventy-three classes distributed
from the third to the eighth grade inclusive, Wightman (1: No.
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417) found that the book the teacher most preferred and was
enthusiastic over was pretty generally the one the class
preferred." According to Wightman, the lesson taught by these
findings Is that interest and inspiration are contagious and are
essential if the great majority of public-school children ever form
a love for reading."

3. In an experiment among seventh-grade pupils Green
(1: No. 144) found that participation in developing standards for
use in selecting books to read definitely influenced the choice of
books read later. She attributed this to the fact that the training
received developed standards which continued to function in the
free choices of pupils. Although the evidence presented is not
conclusive it suggests the possibility of directing preferences
through carefully planned training and guidance.

4. The comparative study of magazines has been found
by Barnes (5: No. 8) to be helpful in providingcritical knowledge
of the relative merits of different types of magazines and in
developing acceptable standards for the selection of periodical
literature.

5. A free-reading program, as contrasted with a prescribed
program, is according to La Brant (14: No. 48) of great value in
secondary schools in broadening the experiences and reading
interests of pupils. This was particularly true when the guidance
provided developed certain criteria relating to reading.

6. In a study made in Minneapolis by Cutright and
Brueckner (6: No. 24), it was found that, all other things being
equal. availability of books, as measured by distance of a school
from a library, is a vital factor in promoting reading interests.
This finding harmonizes with the results of studies of accessibility
at more matu:e levels.

7. The foregoing study showed also that mere accessibility
is no guarantee that pupils are interested in or engage in
recreatory reading. "The necessity and importance of a
constructive attack on the program in recreatory reading are
emphasized by the results of this investigation" (6: No. 24, ?.
137).

8, ir irious studies at both the elementary- and the
secondary-school levels provide conclusive evidence that difficulty
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of comprehension vitally affects the child's interest a what is
read. Books that are within the pupil's grasp are discussed more
freely, are completed in a larger percentage of cases, and serve
more frequently as a point of departure for additional reading
than is true if the material cannot be understood readily by the
pupil

9. As early as 1925 Jordan (3: No. 27) secured evidence
which led him to conclude that the popularity of fiction was due
in part "to the greaterdevelopment and patronage of the moving
picture." A year later Walter (at No. 106) secured evidence that
motion pictures aid materially in shaping the reading interests
and tastes of girls. Subsequent studies confirm these early
findings and show clearly that those who attend movies most
usually read the larger number of books.. In the judgment of some
this is due to the fact that one who has broad interests will seek
the:companionship of books and go to the movies to satisfy them.
There is much evidence, however, to support the view that movies
help to arouse interests which are later satisfied through reading.

10. In a comparative study of'the reading interests of
high-school pupils in Illinois and Georgia, Punke (IS:, No. 61)
found that the pupils who had radios in the home reported more
leisure reading than did others. He found also that pupils in

iIllinois read more than those n Georgia.. He attributed this
difference largely to climatic conditions.

The studies to which reference has been made re:ate to
come of the most important problems faced today in teaching
reading. Because of the large place which reading holds in the life
of most children. it is important that research continue in this
field until far more is known concerning the reading interests and
preferences of pupils and the factors and conditions that
influence them. In addition continued experimentation is
necessary in order to refine techniques now available and to

'develop new ones for stimulating and directing the reading
interests of pupils representing different intelligence levels and
home influences.
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V. Reading Readiness
The Report of the National Committee on Reading (33; gave
explicit recognition in 1925 to the fact that all pupils who enter
the first grade are not equally well prepared for reading. It also
emphasized the importance of training and experience that
prepare for reading and identified, largely on the basis of
experience, a series of requisites for beginning reading. Since the
publication of this report numerous studies have been made of a
sefies of issues relating to reading readiness. Some of the earliest
of these studies emphasized the importance of better preparation
for reading by calling attention to the surprisingly large
percentage of nonpromotions at the end of the first grade due to
failure to make satisfactory progress in reading.

The problem which has been studied most extensively
relates to the factors which influence reading readiness. As early
as 1925 Arthur (3: No 2) studied the progress of 171 first-grade
children and reached the conclusion that mensal age is a very
important factor in readingachievcment. Studies by McLaughlin
(6: No. 62) in Los Angeles and San Diego also supplied evidence
that many of the first -grade pupils assigned to reading classes
were mentally so immature that they were unable to learn to read
successfully,

The results of such studies were soon supplemented by
findings concerning the optimum mental age for beginning
reading. As early as 1929 Raybold (7: No. 77) showed that pupils
with a mental age of 76 months made more rapid progress in
learning to read than those who were kss mature. The
investigator suggested, however, that further research was
necessary to determine whether reading could be taught
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successfully to a less mature group. Two years later Morphett
and Washburne (8: No. 74) compared the progress of first-grade
pupils of different chronological and mental ages in vocabulary
mastery. oral readinp and general reading progress and
concluded that a mental age of 6.5 years is the optimum time at
which to begin reading. They found, however, that some pupils
between the mental ages of 6.0 and 6.5 years made satisfactory
progress.

Investigators began early to identify other factors and
conditions that influenced or were associated with progress in
learning to read. For example, Risser and Elder (5:. No. 77)
MacLatchy (5: No. 50), and Teegarden (11: No. 81) found in
general that pupils who received kindergarten training made
more rapid progress in reading than those who did not.
Teegarden found also that kindergarten-trained pupils had less
tendency to reverse and confuse letters, due doubtless to practice
in observation and in the discrimination of cite and form. Other
investigators directed attention to additional factors. such as
physical fitness, emotional stability, conduct, and general ability
to do first-grade work (5: No.. 76); experiences relating to the
themes to which the selections in beginning reading material
relate (11: No. 92); ability to discriminate between letters and
words ( f 3: No. 19); and special training in language in the case of
children with foreign-language handicaps (13: No. 35). In 1936
Harrison (13: No. 45) summarized both experimental evidence
and expert opinion concerning the factors influencing reading
readiness and outlined types of training and experience that
prepare pupils for reading.

Paralleling the appearance of Harrison's report, Witty
and Kopel (14: No. 92) prepared a critical survey of the scientific
studies of reading readiness to determine the amount and
character of the progress made in this field. As a result of this
analysis they concluded that reading should be delayed "until
children's background of experience and mental growth enable
them to find meaning in the tasks presented to them; and until
this process of maturation has engendered a condition in which
reversals are few and perception of words and other meaningful
units is possible." They implied that reading should be postponed
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for most children until they are about 8 or 9 years of age although
they recognized that some "will turn spontaneous!!! ayfully, and
successfully to reading in Grade 1 (oi earlier)."

The pronouncement by Witty and Kopel has been
preceded and followed by a series of intensive studies which
aimed to determine with great accuracy the relation of various
factors to success or failure in beginning reading. Gates and Bond
(13: No. 39). for example. secured evidence that the relationship
between some of the factors studied and progress in learning to
read was by no means invariable. Their findings indicated also
that reading readiness is not determined uniformly by the
presence of certain attitudes or attainments but i' the result of
combinations of factors that differ somewhat in individual cases.
Furthermore. the data secured showed that physiological
handicaps. esptcially sensory. may interfere with progvess in
reading at any stage of development. The remedy in such cases
lies, in part at least. in the "correction of the difficulties or
adjustments to them rather than merely waiting for time to cure
them."

In a subsequent study, Gates (14:, No. 32) secured evidence
which does not justify the postponement of reading until children
are 8 or 9 years of age. By employing modern methods well
adapted to individual differences. he found that reasonable
progress in learning to read can be made by most first-grade
pupils. He concluded. therefore. that "statem:nts concerning the
necessary mental age at which a pupil can be intrusted to learn to
read are essentially meaningless." He does not deny that mental
age is a factor in reading readiness nor dues he oppose the plan
"of attempting to determine the mental-age level or other
characteristics of the pupil needed for making a successful
beginning in reading." His findings emphasize the importance of
studying these factors in relation to the nature of the program
followed in teaching beginning reading.

Studies of the factors relating to reading readiness have
been accompanied by various efforts to determine through
objective tests a pupil's readiness for reading. As early as 1930
Deputy (8: No, 29) gave first-grade pupils a mental test, a visual -
visual association test, a test of word selection, a visual-auditory
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association test. and a test of content comprehension and recall.
Correlations between the test scores and reading achievement
showed that the mental test provided the best single means of
predicting reading achievement. The other tests, however.
increased the predictive value of the mental test,

Stimulated by such findings as those of Deputy, a number
of investigations have attempted to develop reading-readiness
tests. For example, Lee, Clark, and Lee (11: No. 60) prepared a
test which according to their data has a reliability coefficient of
,97 and predicts scores on reading tests "better than two
intelligence tests" and more accurately than did kindergarten
teachers through the use of a scale of qualities designed for the
purpose. Monroe (13: No. 62) also prepared a battery of reading-
aptitude tests (vitival, auditory, motor, articulation, language,
and laterality) and presented evidence of their value in predicting
success or failure in first-grade reading.

As tests of reading readiness developed, studies were
made of their relative merits and of their value astompared with
or used in conjunction with mental tests. After reviewing all the
evidence available. Witty and Kopel (14: No. 92) concluded that.
"when used in conjunction with an intelligence test and teachers'
judgments of reading readiness in terms of health and physical
and social maturity, these devices appear very helpful in
determining when children should begin to receive reading
instruction." These conclusions were supplemented helpfully by
the findings of Senour ( 14: No. 70) ,vho compared the value of the
Detroit First-Grade Intelligence Test and the Metropolitan
Reading Readiness Test. He found that either test may be used to
advantage in predicting success in reading and that neither test
has a distinct superiority over the other. Additional studies have
been reported by Wright (14., No, 94). Grant (15: Nos. 30-31).
Calvert (15; No. 9). Dean (16: No. 23). Huggett (16: No. 59) and
Petty ( No. 80.. All of them support in general the conclusions
of Witty and Kopel. Some of the evidence presented indicates
that a well-conceived reading-readiness test ha- slightly greater
predictive power than an intelligence test although the difference
is slight, Whereas ate results of studies of the relative merits of
different reading-readiness tests indicate that some of them rank
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higher than others, final conclusions cannot be drawn until more
extended st ud ies hays bet n made.

The fact wzs emphasized b) certain investigators that
reading-readiness tests differ in predictive value among schools
and pupils. Pets) (16: Nu. 130, for example. pointed out that such
factors as horn e. social status, health. and disciplinary or
personality problems might outweigh the influence of certain
other factors that correlate highly in general with success in
learning to read. Again, Gates, Bond. and Russell (16: No. 41)
e:nphasized the fact that. to "the extent that the teacher's
methods influence the pupil's technicues of learning, they also
affect the predictive value of tests_ Thus, if a teacher effectively
emphasizes early phonetic attack, tests of blending, rhyming,
etc.. are likely to give hitiercorrelations with reading progress in
ner class than in the class of a teacher who places less emphaisis
on the phonetic approach." Thus, step by step, various facts and
conditions that must be considered in determining the predictive
value of reading-readiness tests are being identified.

A limited number of experiments have been reported
which aimed to determine the effect on reading readiness of
changes introduced into the school's program. Waters (11:' No.
92) studied the types of experiences that pupils should have in
order to read and understand the content of the readers used in
the first grade. She then provided in the kindergarten types of
experiences needed and found that an experimental group made
lar more rapid progress in reading during the first grade than did
a control group. Peterson (14: No. 63) used the results of reading-
readiness tests and other types of information in classifying first-
grade pupils into "ready to read" and "transition" groups. The
latter group was given special training which aimed to prepare
them for reading. The rapid progress made in reading during the
remainder of the year led Peterson to conclude that the
orientation program had been very successful. Woods (15: No.
95 secured evidence of the value of so-called transition rooms in
which training and experience that prepare for reading were
provided. Although she admitted that the adoption of this plan
had proved helpful to individual pupils, she felt that it obscured
the real need which in her judgment was the postponement of
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reading. In the light of the facts presented earlier. her assumption
may be seriously questioned.

The foregoing summary indicates that real progress has
been made in securing an understanding of the. factors and
conditions that influence rea :ng readiness and the types of
measures that predict success in learning to read. With the facts
now available it should be possible to carry on studies in 'the
future that will be very productive in clarifying thinking
concerning the requisites for learning to read. in developing tests
that will reveal the extent of a pupil's readiness for reading. and in
modifying teaching in the prereading period in order to promote
desirable types of growth.
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VI. Aims, Organization. and Time Allotment
of Reading in the Grades

Although the aims of teaching reading have been discussed
widely during recent years, the results or very few scientific
studies or this problem have been published. The views that
prevailed a quarter of a century ago are well represented by the
results or the two studies. One or them No. 136) shows the
"most linkable results or outcomes of the teaching o ing in
the elementary school" as reported by 715 teachers inaSrge city.

Aims

Per Cent
or Teachers
Reporting

Appreciation of good literature , ,,,, .. 68

Ability to comprehend .... . 64

To secure infermatmn .
Improvement in oral-reading ability 38

Enlargement of vocabulary 24

Mastery of the mechanics of reading 15

Training for leisure ,. 15

Improvement in oral and written English 14

Improvement in study habits 10

Development or general mental qualities 7

Ability to reproduce and utilire materials
read 6

Moral training . , 6

Use of books
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A stu4 (I No. 314) by Reinoehl provided an anrtlysis of
the aims and content of reading instruction as given in 44 state
courses of study for rural schools. The aims which appeared most
frequently were not materially different from those listed above.
However. such aims as "intelligent interpretation"and "power of
discriminative reading" seemed to receive greater emphasis. In
general. the aims that stood out most prominently in the two
studies were "appreciation, of good literature""comprehension"
and "intelligent interpretation." "effective oral reading." and a
"mastery of the mechaines of reading.."The results of such studies
have serious limitations. They indicate primarily what teachers of
reading and literature have emphasised in the past and what has
appeared most frequently in courses of study. They summarin
current practice rather than s..... k to determine the most valuable
functions of reading in school or in social hle.

the procedures involved in the latter type of study are
illustrated in an 'investigation by Bobbitt (1: No 33). He
requested the teachers of literature to select horn a comprehensive
list those abilities "which should be kept in view as the goals of the
work in literature and general reading After the teachers had
selei:ted the abilities. a statement of objectives was drawn up and
submitted to them for further consideration. An advantage of
is.procedure is t hat it is forwa rd-looking and seeks to determine

what the schools should aim at rather than what limy ire at
present doing. A serious limitation of the procedure is that the
aims selected are, based solely on teacher judgment. The list is
only as valid as thf judarr..mts ot 'eachers are refined and exact.

During the last fifteen year. the aims of teaching rsading
have been defined largely on the basis 01 analyse,. and the
judgments of experts in the field. For example. the Natic.rtal
Committee on Reading (33) adopted in 1925 the foilovvirti:
objectives of instruction in reading' rich and varied experience
through reading: strong motives for and permanent .. !crests in
reading: and desirable reading attitudes and economical and
effective habits and skills. This analysis was continued b
subsequent committees which presented their findings in 1936
(34) and in 1940 (25) the frequent preparation of such reports
dountless accounts in 13rge measure for the absence of more
objective studies since 1925
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Organization Of the Curriculum in Reading
As the results of scientific studies of reading have become

mailable, sarious efforts have been made to develop valid
reading programs. The product of such efforts is exemplified in
reports on reading in 1925 (33) and 1936 (34). The essential steps
insolsed are: a) a critical suisey and appraisal of the studies
which throw light on the nature of reading, the general course of
its development. and the factors that influence growth at each
loci of advancement: b) deliberate studs to determine the
implications of the findings as to the nature of the reading
program: c) the organitation of a reading program that
harmontte, with pertinent facts about child development and
growth in reading. The alue of the resulting proposals depend in
large measure upon the adequacy of the scientific esidence
asailable and the efficiency ss nth which it is anals ted and
interpreted.

Without doubt the most elaborate effort (29) thus far to
organise a reading program on the haw, of scientific studies
,..,Npeared in 1,939. The results of scores of investigations relating
to growth in attitudes and traits. to child p.n's interests in reading,
and to growth in specific phases of reading were studied with
great care. The (acts identified Justified three general conclusions:
first. pupils pass th roust, various stages of development on their
was to maturity in reading-. second, the rate of progress varies
widely among indts 'duals: and, third. indis 'dual variations at a
given grade level are due to the learner's general stage of
sleselopment, his interest in reading, his attainments am:
difficulties in reading. his ability to learn. his nationality and
background, and the amount an(' eyectweness of the stimulation
And guidance that he receises. Further analysis of the results of
asailable studies showed thlt a program of reading instruction
could be organised to ..avantage in terms of file broad stages of
development: a) the stage at which readiness for reading is
attained; b) the initial stage in learning to read: c') the stage of
rapid progress in fundamental reading attitudes and habits: ii)
the stage at which experience is extended rapidly through reading
and inciea4.ed powers efficiency. and excerence are attained: e)
the stage at which reading interests. habits. and tastes a re refined.
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In presenting the foregoing statements. the fact is
recognized that the Wieldy of the stages mentioned has not been
experimentally determined. They represent rather the judgment
of individuals concerning the type of reading program that is
justified by the results of scientific studies. Before these proposals
can be finally accepted. further investigation is needed concerning
the nature of reading. the course of its development. and the
factors and conditions that influence progress. Furthermore.
wide experimentation is needed to determine the best character-
ization of each stage of development. the teaching problems that
are common to two or more of them. and the problems peculiar
to each.

Time Allotment
For many decades more time was reser% its the daily

schedule for reading than for any other subject. Arithmetic was
its nearest competitor. A sum wiry of at ailable e% :deuce in 1925
led to the following conclusions: "a)Schaosb in the large cities are
giving more time to reading in each grade than are schools in the
smaller cities or county schools. n) More time is given to reading
in the first grade than in any other grade. c) The amount of time
given to matting decreases more or less gradually from the first
grade to the eighth grade. 1.1) There are very wide differences
among cities and within school systems as to the amount of time
devoted to reading in any given grilde. e) There is a distinct
tendency to give less attention than formerly to arbitrary daily
time allotments" ( l 34-35).

In commenting on the data prescnt-d in Table li the
compiler stated that they "offer scant support to the statement
often heard recently that less time is glyen to reading instruction
now than was given a few years ago. Apparently for several years
it has been customary to giye 75 to 80 minutes a day to reading n
grade I. gradually decreasing that amount to 30 or 35 minute . a
day in grade VI." Since 1931 many school systems have definitely
reduced the time allotted to reading: however, no data are
available which summarize the situatiosi within the last two or
three years I he statement should be added that most of the
studies reported thus far arc more or less unsatisfactory because
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information concerning --imber of minutes reserved for the
reading period give very little insight concerning the total
amount and character of the guidance given.

TABLE
Average Time Allotments as Reported in Eight

Different Investigations'

1nsesttgator Scope Date
Menage %umber of Minutes per Week Aserage

for
All

-
I II III 1V

-r
V VI

Holmes 50 cities 1919 412 164 291 217 195 181 20W

Kirk , .. . 11 schools 1921 325 250 250 125 125 125 200
4er . . 47 cones 1924 430 413 119 250 185 165 297
1 Atham -

eagles and 10,W
00 ,:itstc '
2600 teachers

programs

1.'124

1926
.

454
. . .
377 105 244

.

197
. . ,
11$1

319
29/

Mann . 344 cities 1926 3101 14$ 291 212 ibli 149 260
krrnentrout . 11 schools 1927 146 31" 298 219 156 141 246
Holman 157 schools 1911 3'9 131 270 224 1h5 thl 262

i I 1 .t. p 1201
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VII. Nature, Content, and
Grade Placement of Reading Materials
During the last two decades school curricuhims have undergone
radical reorganization. it would be natural to assume under these
conditions that the nature and content of the materials use I in
teaching pupils to read would be carefully investigaied. A survey
of studies relating to reading shows that only a limited number of
such investigation* have been made. Those reported may be
classified as follows° studies of the reading materials recom-
mended in courses of study and those provided or actually used in
school systems; studies of the content of readers; the vocabulary
of readers; and the difficulty and grade placement of reading
materials..

Studies of the Reading Materials
Recommended or Used Most Frequently

A type of study which has been quite prominent in the past
is concerned with the books and selections recommended most
frequently in courses of study or provided or actually used in the
schools. In 1913. for example, Bobbie. Boyce. and Perkins
(1: No. 34) e::amined 36 city and 14 state courses of study. The
original tabulations includes] 138 authors and 296 titles. The
findings were reported in two forms: a) an alphabetical list by
authors showing the total numbe7 of times each book or selection
was recommended. the grade for which it was oulommended
most frequently. and the range of grades represented, b) the
second list included "the selections most frequently used in each
grade. in the order of their frequency." Only selections mentioned
nine or more times were included. The value of this type of study
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lies in the fact that it reveals tc, a greater or lessextent the trend in
practice at any given period. The findings are subject to all the
criticisms that are inherent in the results of studies based on
"frequency of practice."

Analyses of Required and
Supplementary Reading Materials

A much more valuable type of study was made by Bobbitt
( 1: No. 32) as a part of the Indianapolis survey of reading. He
collected copies of all the required and supplementary reading
material in each elementary-school grade. An analysis was then
made to determine the number of pages of required and
supplementary reading in each grade. The find inr indicated,
first, a relatively small amount of required reading 4 the lower
grades and a somewhat meager amount of supplementary
material in the upper wades and, second, in some schools pupils
"read about everything placed at their disposal while others cover
but a minor fraction of it." Such findings have wide implications
and provide a basis for numerous constructive recommendations.

The analysis was continued further, however. to determine
the extent to which the reading materials prcvided experience in
such fields as geography. history. industry, nature, science,
health, and literature. He found, for example, that some of these
fields were widely represented and that others were meagerly
represented. He reported also that some of the books were "too
difficult, abstract. and didactic" for the grades for which they
were recommended; others were criticized as of value for fact
learning but not for reading experience. Although such criticisms
were largely subjective they suggested tentative standards which
could be used in selecting appropriate reading materials for
pupils at various levels of advancement.

Studies of the Content of Readers
A very illuminating study of the content of readers was

reported by Robinson (8; No. 93) who analyzed and classified
school readers published since prerevolutionary days into five

tperiods on the basis of their major objectives. Before 1775 the
objective was primarily religious; from 1775 to 1825 the religious
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and secular moils g.!. remised about equal emphasis: from 1825 to
1875 the secular mouses predominated: from 1875 to 1915 the
literary ideal prevailed; since 1915 many objectives ha' e dictated
the content of readers. According to Smith (36) silent reading
objectives determined the content of readers from (915 to 1925
and since the latter date the recommendations of the National
Committee on Reading have greatly influenced ...-agaice. the
results of such studies justify the conclusion that tt.: content of
readers reflect to a surprising degree the changing interests.
ideals, and aspirations of the nation as a whole.

A second type of study attem pied to classify the content of
readers under many different subjects or themes and to determine
the amount of space gisen to each type at the respectise grade
levels. Starch (1: No. 354). for example. reported as early ;is 1921
the results of . n analys:s of the content of ten readers for each
grade selected from twenty-four sets of readers. Sixteen types of
content were chosen as the basis for classification. and the
percentage of the content that belonged to each type was
determined for each grade. The findings revealed notable
differences between lower-grade and upper-grade readers. Fo,
example. the three leading classes in first-grade books related to
"animals." "boys and girls," and "folklore." These together with
poetry constituted over three fourths of all the materials
included. On the other hand. the four chief classes of material in
the eighth-grade books were "classics." "history and patriotism."
"biography," and "poetry." The use of similar techniques has
made it possible also to trace changes in the content of readers
oser a period of years. For example. Hoekett (14: No. 43)
compared the content of readers in current use in the primary
grades with those used several years ago and found that "one of
the greatest changes in the content of primary readers is the
substitution of realistic stories and informational selections
dealing with the common activities of children and adults for the
fanciful folk tales and traditional nursery stories which received
great emphasis fifteen years ago." A significant result of such
studies has been a growing spirit of criticism not only of the types
of material commonly included in readers but also of their
interest appeal and value in enriching the experiences of the
pupils taught.
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A third type of study has sought to determine desirable
and undesirable qualities of selections in readers For example,
Uhl ( 1: No. 389) submitted to teachers in 49 cities a list of
preferred selections, based on the judgments of 3000 teachers.
The list was accompanied with directions for critical comments
concerning their characteristic qualities. Analyses were submitted
by 741 teachers of the 15 best and the 15 poorest selections for use
in their respective, grades. As a check on teacher judgment tests
based on certain selections were given to 529 pupils in grades 3 to
8 inclusive. Measures of both interest and comprehension were
secured. Some of the important conclusions of the study follow:
a) Much of the material in basal readers is unsatisfactory because
it is too difficult. lacks action or plot: is unreal. depressing.
monotonous; is not well told; and is "too long or scrappy." b)
Many of the selections meet with almost universal approval
because of their interest appeal, dramatic action, and valuable
content. c) Newer types of informational material prove very
successful and provide "content which has ample social
justification." Such studies particularly when the responses and
judgments of pupils are included, provide a valuable body of
information for the use col authors and publishers of readers as
well as those responsible for their selection and use in school!.

Studies of the Difficulty and
Grade Placement of Reading Material

As an aid in determining the difficulty and probable grade
placement of reading materials, various techniques have been
developed which differ materially in the amount of time involved
and the number of elements considered. One of the simplest
procedures was developed by Johnson (7: No. 50) who used the
percentage of polysyllablic words as a measure of difficulty. A
second method was developed by Lewereni (6: No. 58) who
found after experimentation that a valuable measure of difficulty
was the percentage of words beginning with w h, h, i,, or e. A
much more detailed method was developed by Vogel and
Washburne (5. No. 94) who made a study of the vocabulary
difficulty. sentence structure, parts of speech. paragraph
construction. and physical make-up of 152 books chosen from
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the "Winnetka Graded Book List." After the elements had been
tabulated, those which showed most definite change from
grade to grade were chosen for further study. As a result of
various statistical studies it was found that the following elements
had the greatest predictive value: "Number of different words
occurring in a sampling of 1000 words,""numberof prepositions
(including duplicates) occurring in a 1000-word sampling,"
"number of different words (includingduplicates) in a 1000-word
sampling not occurring in 1 hontdike's list," and "number of
simple sentences in 75 sample sentences." The data secured
through such counts were later incorporated into a formula
which provided a single index of difficulty. The m:thoci was
revised by Washburne and Morphett (15:, No. 90) in order to
effect needed improvements. After extended experimentation to
determine a satisfactory procedure in selecting readers and other
books for children. Washburne and Morphett maintained that
two types of information are essential: first, the judgment of
expert children's librarians concerning such factors as interest
appeal. content, and literary style and, second, the results of
statistical studies of the materials to determine grade placement.

is
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VIII. Methods of Teaching
During the last three decades keen interest has been expressed in
improved methods of teaching reading. The studies reported in
this field are so numerous that an adequate summary and critical
evaluation would require more space than has been allotted in
this volume to the entire report on reading. lt. will be possible.
therefore. to summarize briefly only some of the more significaut
results of research relating to methods of teaching reading. ,

A Modern Systematic Method versus Other Procedures
Although reading has usually been taught through the use

of a carefully planned systematic procedure. a number of
educators of high repute maintain that essential attitudes and
habits can be established equally well. if not more effectively. in
other ways.. For example. Meriam (7: No 59) contends that: a)
"The best way to teach reading is not to teach reading. but to
provide the occasion., .in which certain reading functions ... b)
Let pupils read to learn: incidentally they will learn to read:* In
support of his contention Meriam presented data which show
that a group taught in harmony with the foregoing principles did
better than public-school children who received systematic
training in reading. Unfortunately the comparability of the
groups was not considered, and the experiment was very loosely
controlled in other respects.

Many educators who favor a highly integrated activity
curriculum in the primary grades also favor the use of incidental
procedures in teaching pupils to read: They present data which
indicate that those who follow such programs do about as well as
those who receive systematic training in rading. Unfortunately
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most of thew studies were loosely controlled and failed to secure
kdequate measures of progress in reading and in related phases of
the curriculum. Lee (10: No. 50), on the other hand. secured
evidence that activity schools in California were retarded in
reading in the first grade from one to se%en months as compared
with other schools. Two questions raised by the investigator
were: "Do most activity programs provide an enriching
experience in %ocabulary which is 01 more ultimate value than is
the usual instruction in reading ?" "Does the postponement of the
teaching 01 reading mcrease or decrease the number of poor
readers?" Ob% iously the need is urgent for further experimental
study of some of the basic problems iggested by these questions.

A far more productive type of study was made by Gates,
Batchelder. and Bet7ner (3: No. 17) who studied the relative
merits of a "modern systematic method" of teaching and an
"opportunistic method." Twenty-Ike pairs of first-grade pupils
were used in the experiment. Through the use of preliminary and
final tests, the progress of the pupils was determined in reading.
spelling. numbers. drawing, information gained, and social,
emotional, moral, and other attitudes and habits. In respect to
average achievement in oral and silent reading, the group taught
by the "modern systematic method" wa: distinctly superior but
other evidence indicated that the " opportunistic method" was
ad% antageous in respect tot he dtAcloriment of interest, initiative,
aetermination, and other persorkl and social traits. It appears.
therefore. that some systematic instruction in beginning reading
supplemented by wide reading in other school activities may be
the most effective procedure to follow.

The general problem with which we are here concerned
has been studied from a somewhat different point of view in the
more achanced grades. For example. Zirbes. Keelor. and Miner
(2' No 73) studied the relative merits of intensive instruction in
reading as contrasted with independent silent reading in the
second grade. The results showed that the average growth in
reading ability was about the same for each group. However, the
brighter pupils profited more lion. independent silent reading
and the slower pupils from intensive instruction. Similar results
were secured by O'Brien (8. No. 76) in the fifth and sixth grades.
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r
who concluded that normal and bright children require only a
minimum of "mechanical and remedial instruction" and that
interest and wide reading cannot be depended upon to increase
the reading abilities of slow learners.

The results of these and other studies justify two
important conclusions: first. that each of the general procedures
involved in the experiments was of much greater value for some
purposes than for others and. second. that systematic training in
reading. supplemented by wide reading in other school activities
and by free reading in the library. is essential to meet the needs of
all pupils. The studies show also that the desirable amount of
systematic instruction in reading varies with the interests. needs.
and capacities of the pupils.

Relative Merits of Different
Systematic Methods of Teaching Reading

Three types of stuoles have been made of the relative
merits of various methods of teaching beginning reading:
measures of the achievement of pupils taught by different
methods: experiments to determine the relative merits of specific
methods: and analyses of the progress and difficulties of pupils
taught by different methods. The results of such studies do no
supply convincing evidence of the superiority of some methods
and the inferiority of others. One fact that stands out clearly,
however. is that a given method does not always secure equally
satisfactory results. The evidence available supports the belief
that factors other than the specific method used, such as the skill
of the teacher. the economic level of the pupils. their nationality.
and their capacity to learn. influence progress in reading to a
surprising :xtent.

A second conclusion justified by experimentation is that
contrasting methods emphasise different aspects of reading. This
fact is brought out clearly in a study by Buswell (l :, No. 53) who
followed for a year the progress of pupils taught by different
methodsthe one, an elaborate phonetic method which
emphasized word recognition: the other. a method which
emphasized a correct reading attitude and meaningful experiences.
A detailed analysis of test results. eye-movement records. and
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observations :nadc at internals of six weeks throughout the year
showed that the first method promoted ability to follow the lines
and to pronounce all the words, but no vital concern for the
content. A significant outcome of the second method was keen
interest in the content but slow progress in word recognition and
in ability to follow the lines. Boswell concluded that sooner or
later pupils must make progress in all of the aspects of reading
represented by the two methods.

A third conclusion justified by the experiments in this
field is that certain methods are more effective with given types of
pupils than with others. Bond (12: No. 6), for example, pointed
out the fact that pupils with auditory deficiencies do slot profit
most from a method which emphasizes the sound values of
words, Similarly pupils who are Aisually handicapped may not
respond well to a method which requires close visual discrimina-
tions. Averill and Mueller (2: No. 2) presented evidence showing
that the same methods are often not equally effective with pupils
of different intelligence levels. The need is urgent, as it was a
decade ago, for analytical studies and experiments which aim to
determine the elements of strength and weakness in each method
now used widely in classrooms, the conditions under which it
proves most effective, and the types of pupils for which it is
best adapted.

Value or Effect of the Use of
Specific Methods and Procedures

Cutright (13: No. 18) reviewed evidence concerning
manuscript writing versus cursive or script writing and found
that its use in the first grade is a distinct aid to pupils in learning to
read. Haefner (14: No. 40) summarized the results of studies
relating to the use of the typewriter and concluded: "While the
volume of experimental evidence is still somewhat limited, it may
be safely concluded that the typewriter influences elementary-
school reading in a possti, e manner and to an importantdegree,"

Wide interest has been expressed recently in the use of
such supplementary aids as games (15: No. 29) in recognizing
words (for example, Read -O), workbooks (8:, No. 41). and other
practice materials (I I: No. 70). The evidence. in general. is
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14torabk to the use of a moderate amount of material of these
kinds. I he, often did in establishing baste reading attitudes and
habits. the statement should be added that they are most helpful,

.as a rule. in the case of pupils tsho make slog progress in learning
to read. Additional studies are needed to determine the types of
grim th that each promotes and the conditions Lnder %Merl it can
be used most effectively.

1 he use of slides in presenting first-grade reading
materials as studied h Jardine (16. No. 61) and found to he
valuable. particularly among the slower pupils. '1 he fact that the
materials presented on slides coud be readily adapted to the needs
of the pupils added greatly to their %alue. lee (16. No. 71) used
the metronoscope with classes in various grades for a portion of
the reading period throughout a year H. reported that. as a
result, the number of lip.! -grade retentions had been notably
reduced and -he ge.ieral ai. hiewnient in reading greatly improved
throughout i le school.

Methods of Promoting Grouch in Word Recognition
Hamilton ( I No 155). Judi+ (1 No. 204t. and ot hers early

establi..ned the fact that. as a rule. the genet ...aracteristtcs of a
%Ord are the clues by which it is recognited. When the words re
strange .or difficult. however, additional diitincttons within the
word are necessary As pointed out by Judd. "unless the school
trains the pupil to cork out his words systematically. hew ill do a
badly and %sill exhibit confusion." liv 1925 (1. No. 67) the
following aids to cord recognition had been identified: the
context. the total configuration of a cord, signifie:.nt details of
words: phonetic analysis: the principles of syllabication and
accent and the use of the dictionary. Within recent years variolis
experiments have been reported which show that training in
ability to recognite significant details of words, to master letter
form and sound. to see likenesses and differences in Words. and to
identify familiar words in new words are v' able aids in
promoting accuracy and independence in tsoro recognition.

the chief controversy in this field re;ates to tile value of
phonetics as an aid in teaching pupils to read. For decades,
phonetics was empNasued more vigorously than any other alz+ to
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word recognition One adsantage of its the is that it helps pupils
in the recognition of mat words know n orally but which are
unfan-iik r in printed form Some of the disadsantages of
'vigorous emphasis on phonetic analysts are that it directs

r attention chiefly to the form and sound of words rather than to
their meaning: furthermore, when applied to unphonetic words..
the results are often disastrous 1 he data secured in a score of
experimental studies, particularly those by Gates and Russell 1 I 6.
No. 43) and Agnew (16 \o 1), justit the conclusion that a
moderate amount of training in phonetic anal sis is saluable for
most pupils. Es idence presented in some of the reports indicates
that the most saltiahle results are secured if the amount of
emphasis on phonetics is limited in the first-grade and the
training continued in the second and third grade until all the

_Important elements hale been learned

Methods of impro% ing Meaning Vocanulario
During recent years problems relating to the expansion ol

the meaning socahularies of pupils halt. assumed large
importance lin, is due to two tack first, the results of
socabular studie pi oxide striking evidence ol the large
socahular burden in readers. in juvenile literature. and in
textbooks in carious fields, and. second. the findings of Hilliard
(I. \o. 170) and others show that. of the factors influencing
comprehension, extent of meaning s ocabular ranks next to
Intelligence in importance Stimulated by these facts. Gray and
Holmes ( l5. No 35) made an extensise survey of the various
methods in current use for xtending and enriching meaning
vocabularies and carried lin a ,eries 01 investigations to
determine the relative meritsiof the incidental and direct method
of promoting vocabulatreowth

The surrey of literature resealed the fact that many
methods arc now used both in elementary and high schools
Among them are the "natural" or incidental method. specific
study of words in context, casual emphasis on new words at the
beginning ol a class period, direct teaching of meanings, drill on
lists of words nd use ol dictionaries and other sources 11 help
Es idence of the value of each of these methods was It und. 'Pee
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conclusion was reached that a broad program of naming should
include various types of guidance. it seemed clear also that more
or less specific emphasis upon meanings, supplemented by help
derived from the context, would prove valuable in study
actisities

When the relative merits of the direct ano incidental
methods were studied experimentally in the case of fourth-grade
history classes, it was found that specific guidance in securing the
meaning of new words resulted not only in more rapid growth in
meaning vocabulary but also in comprehension in silent reading,
in accuracy in oril reading, and in ability to express oneself
fluently and accurately about the topics discussed. Such findings
have already stimulated widespread interest in classroom studies
to determine procedures whiel are most effective in increasing
meaning vocabularies in various subjects and at different grade
levels

Methods of Improsirg Comprehension
For at least three decades teachers and specialists in

reading have engaged regularly in studies to detemine ways in
which the comprehension of what is read may be improved. By
1925 (1: 104-12). the following conditions and procedures had
been found to be effective: .. clear recognition by teachers of
improvement in comPrehension as an objective of teaching
reading, wide reading for specific purposes; a knowledge of the
resalts of practice in reading to comprehend; silent-reading
lessons based on experience; doing indis !dual seatwork through
the use of w ntten o: printed directions; engaging in silent reading
with attention directed to meanings: adapting guidance in silent
reading to group and individual needs: emphasis on the elements
on which meaning depends, such as topic sentences, relational
Words. eflcct of different types of modifying words, phrases, and
clauses, practice in silent-reading exercises: increasing mean'ng
vocabulary. selecting central thoughts of paragraphs and
organizing them in logical sequence, and retaining and
reproducing the important points read, developing motives for
improvement, securing favorable conditions for practice. diag-
nosing and removing hindrances, and securing persistence in
effort; self-analysis and study of the psychology of reading.
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Since /925 numerous supplementary procedures have
been tried out experimentally t Ailing in organization, retention.
and vocabulary building. by Alderman (2: No. I); reading with a
specific pre4 em in mind when definite information is wanted, by
[Assad (i .o. 24); the use of an outline in reading, by Wright (7:
No. 14:35'4' _reading guided by questions versus reading and
rereadtng. by Holmes (8: No. 54): and reading to determine what
sentences say. to select a few words that giVe the main thought,
and to select the most essential sentences, by Yoakam and Truby
(3: No. 56). These and other types of studies have been very
productive in securing a dearer understanding of various
procedures which ma) be used in increasing enmprehension.
Thus tar very little has been done to determine the patterns of
guidance that are most effectiv e in reading for different purposes.

Methods or Increasing Speed of Reading
Early studies relating, to speed of reading led in three

important conclusions (1: 147): a) speed may be increased
through appropriate methods at various levels of school
progress; b) notable increases M speco may often be made
without impairing comprehension; et the effect of speed drills on
comprehension varies with the emphasis which is placed on both
speed and comprehension in the training exercises These studies
showed also that the following methods and procedures are
effective in increasing the speed of reading. speed drills on short
passages; short osurt exercises supplemented by speed drills:
training in rapid ;,:acl.:4, training to reduce vocalization, and
training to increase span of recognition; increasing the amount of
reading done; paring eye movements; developing motive for
improvement. securing favorable conditions for pract;ce, study-
ing the factors of success, and securing persistence in practice.

Dwing the last fifteen years experimentation has been
continued in this field with very valuable results. For example.
Good (4. No. 38) found that speed of reading may be influenced
through encouragement or discouragement and by the request to
skim or to reproduce. Scott (3: No. 44) secured evidence that di ill
in the rapid recognition of isolated phrases does not materially
affect fluent recognition of meaningful material Thus step by
step a clearer understanding of desirable steps in increasing speed
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of reading has been attained. Three problems which are in urgent
need of further study relate to the relative merits of different
methods in increasing speed. the t)pes of training that are tr.ost
effective for different kinds of readers at the respective. grade
leNels. and the most effectne distribution of practice to secure
permanent imprmement.
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IX.: Reading in the Content Fields
Wide interest in reading problems in the content fields was
v*: itilated about two decades ago through studies of the
correlation between reading achievement and scholastic attain-
ments. A summary (I: 21) of the early studies in this field showed
that: a) there is a fair degree of positive relationship, varying from
.25 to .60, between reading achievement and class marks; b) this
relationship varies with the reading tests used the subjects
involved, and the school studied: c) factors other than intelligent
reading, such as the purpose and determination of the pupil,
influence success in schoolwork. These findings have been
supplemented recently by the results of an extended study by
Bond (16; No. 13) who found that "varying degrees of
relationship exist between the several aspects of ability in reading
and composite ninth-grade achievement." Her data showed also
that slow readers are at an advantage in composite achievement.
Furthermore, rapid reading is "a definite help in enlarging
vocabulary and broadening literary acquaintance" whereas slow
reading "ii characteristic of high achievement in scion e.
mathematics, and Latin." Obvious', then "varying degrees of
relationship exist between the severe 1 ispects of reading and each
of the various ninth-grade subjects."

As the ifeneral relationship between reading achievement
and school attainments was recognized, pertinent liaes of inquiry
were started by different groups of investigators. One such series
of studies related to the relative merits of different study
procedures in "work-type" reading. The work of Good (3: No. 19)
is typical of this series. He carried on studies at the high-school
and college levels to determine the relative merits of extensive
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and intensive reading in the social sciences as Measured by a)
range and accuracy of information. h) ability in problem solving
of ability to apply knowledge to given situations, e) ability to see
relationships or to outline. d) ability to reproduce ideas or
thought units, and e) ability to retain material read. Goo(' (3: No.
21) also studied the effect of a single reading of a given body of
material as compared wit! the effect of two readings of the same
material. The tests given in the first of these experiments showed
that in general extensive reading resulted in better achievement
than Intensive reading. The fact was pointed out, however, that
each type of reading had certain advantages. In the case of
outlining and in solving certain problem situations, extensive
reading was superior.. In the reproduction of ideas, intensive
reading ranked higher. In regard to retention, extensive reading
was superior as measured by information and problem retests,
but less effective as measured by reproduction retests.

In the second experiment Good found that two readings
at 3 normal rate "prove definite., more effective in terms of the
information-test scores th in one reading at normal rate." Good'
took the position that sinc-: one reading resulted in a fair mastery
of the passages lead, it would be much better to read a new
selection relating to the mane topic than to spend the same
amount of time in rereading This view is tenable, of course, only
as long as the reader's purpose remains the same. The
investigations by Good were preceded by those of Germane (I:
Nos. I 1) -!I4) who studied experimentally such problems as"the
value or a controlled mental summary as a method of studying."
"outlining and summariring compared with rereading," and the
value of the corrected sum mail: as compared with rereading." As
a result of the work a Germane, Good. and other investigators a
body of information has developed concerning the merits of
certain reading and ...tidy procedures that are generally
applicable.

Paralleling investigatilns relating to general study
procedures, questions arose concerning the advisability of
specific training in reading in different subject fields One type of
evidence supportir 4 such training was secured b, Stevens (9: No
99) who found that achievement in problem reading is more
closei) correlated with achievement in problem solving than is
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achievement in general reading or in fundamental operations.
Such findings P:np ha% i n the importance of training in the kinds
of reading and thinking required in a given course. Additional
evidence of the value of training in reading in specific subjects
was secured by Jacobion (9: No. 53) in an experiment to improve
the achievement of ninth-grade pupils in reading in general
science. The exercises provided were concentrated on three major
aspects of reading and study: namely, comprehension. organila-
tion, vnd location of material.

Comparisons of the progress of the experimental and
control groups led to the following conclusion: "a) Reading
lessons given in general science produce superior knowledge of
!_neral science to an extent which cannot be explained by
chance. b) Reading lessons given in general science have a
beneficial effect on the general scholastic achievement of ninth-
grade pupils. c) Rea' g lessons of the type used in this
e ..penmen! arc mere tneficial to poor initial readers than to
gold initial readers." It may be inferred from the last conclusion
that t he training given rilated to tite more rudimentary phases of
the problems studied. If more advanced training had been given,
it is fair to assume that superior students would have profited
also. This assu:nption finds support in the conclusions of
Woodring and Flemming (13: No 95) who summarized in the
following terms recent trends in the improvement of study; "the
high school must face a twofold responsibility of providing
correctise instruction in reading skills for the pupils who have not
developed essential abilities in the elementary grades for the
understanding and organisation of printed materials; and of
developing during the high-school experience fundamental skills
upon new and higher levels."

In the light of the foregoing findings and conclusions the
types of reading activities required in different curriculum fields
assume large importance. One of the early studies in this field was
made by Monroe ( I: No. 266) who secured the cooperation of 317
teachers in the seventh and eighth grades and in the high school in
an effort to identify the types of learning in textbook study "in
which reading is the central actis ity." Twelve type, of learning
were selected for further st udy "comprehension of material read
plus memorisation so that it can he reproduced"; "preparation of
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a summary winch contains the central ideas of the assignment
studied": "preparation of an outline which gives the principal
points and supporting details arranged to show order of relative
importance and relations to each other": "obtaining information
for the purpose of solving problems, or answering questions":
"extension of one's range of general information by reading
widely material directly related to a gis en subject", "discos cry of
collateral or illustratise material for topics or problems under
discussion"; ''enlargement of vevabulary"; "appreciation of the
significance of each word used in a concisely expressed statement
of principle": "a clear comprehension of the essential conditions
of a problem u NO is to he solved ". "discovery of new or
supplementary problems relating to the topic being studied";
"drawing %Mid conclusions from given data or statements":
"following directions with accuracy and reasonable speed."

A much more recent study of a similar type was made by
McAllister (14. No. 51) who analysed the content of the syllabi of
courses required of freshmen in junior colleges to determine
different as in which reading might be used in studying them.
pie actisitics were organised under the following headings:
"reading for pleasure and recreation', " ascertaining the purpose
cif reading before beginning to study"; "rapid reading or
skimming"; "assimilating and retaining information"; "amplify-
ing understanding of a topic or problem"; "interpreting and
executing directions". "proofreading written reports"; "appre-
hending relationships", "comparing and contrasting"; "organ-
wing information"; "evaluating reading material"; "drawing
inferences from reading." Ir: both this study wind the one by
Monroe the extent to which each of the reading activities listed
fanctioned an the different school subjects or fields was
determined. The impressive facts revealed were that reading is
used for mans different purposes in each subject and that the
reading aetis !les in one subject differ significantly from those in
another

As the general nature of the reading problem in each
content field became better understood, intensive studies were
made to determine the nature of the specific difficulties in reading
which pupils encounter in each field One fact which stands out
impressisely in pi actially all such studies relates to the need for a
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rider meaning vocabulary on the part of most pupils. A closely
related deficiency was identified by Dewey ( I 3:. No. 20) who made
a study of reading comprehension difficulties in An'.:rican
history. He found that "children in the eighth grade do not seem
to possess sufficient backgrounds in the fields of history. civics,
economics. or geography. or even in general experience. to
understand and interpret such selections as were used in this
investigation. These limitations of 'raining and experience
should be clearly recog.iiied in presenting such highly technical
material as judicial decisions. problems of Federal finance.
government theory. or economic processes." Such findings
indicate that the problem of developing good reading habits
involves far more than training in habits and skills.

Additional difficulties were identified by McAllister (8:
No. 66) in a study of the reading of seventh- and eighth-grade
pupils in American history, mathematics. and general science.
Fifty difficulties were identified which were classified under the
following headings: those growing out of the pupils' method of
attack; those caused by inability to recognize relationships; those
arising from lack of knowledge of subject matter; those ealised by
inaccuracies; and those caused from lack of clearness in the
directions given to children. Ina subsequent study (8: No. 67) he
found that needed guidance could be given with distinct
advantage to the pupils in connection with regular study
activities of the course. 'Such guidance may take the form of
group instruction or. in extreme cases. of individual training," It
"not only assists pupils with the regular work ofa course but also
...emulates independent effort and self-confidence."

One of the most promising results of such findings and
recommendations is the wide interest which has been exhibited
recently by both teachers and investigators in the improvement of
reading in various schoc I subjects. There is scarcely a subject or
level of advancement from the primary grades to the university in
which productive studies have not been reported. The next steps
should be a deliberate survey by those interested in each content
subject of the progress which has been made in the scientific study
of reading problems and the development of an adequate
research program in each field. The progress made in this
connection by leaders in the Romance Languages is noteworthy.

RewlsnR in the a °mem held%
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Lio Diagnosis and Remedial Teaching
The term " remedial ren :trig," as used widely today, ref/rs to
constructive work with pupils who encounter more or less
difficulty in reacting. In the case of pupils who are not greatly
retarded or handicapped, corrective work is provided largely
through group instruction, supplemented by more or less
ind Adual help. In the case of the pupils who are seriously
disabled in reading, clinical procedures are adopted in respe,1
both to diagnosis and to remedia lion. Inasmuch as there is no
sharp line of differentiation between these two types, they will be
considered together.

As r result of a survey of recent literature in this field,
Traxler (16: No 112) identified six specific aspects of the problem
to which the research done thus far relates: a) the "objectives-of
diagnosis and remediation; b) Identification of retarded
readers"; c) the "diagnosis" of difficulties (includi4 causal
factors); (1) "organization of instructional groups"; e) "remedial
training " ;J) "evaluation of progress." This outline is so inclusive
that it will be used as the basis for the brief discussion that
follows.

Very little has been done directly through research to
define the objectives of diagnosis and of corn Wye and remedial
work in reading. The motivies for such activities have arisen from
the fact that a surprisingly large percentage of boys and girls are
more or less seriously handicapped in activities that involve
reading.. Not infrequently from 20 to 25 per cent of the pupils of a
class encounter serious difficulty in doing required reading (34:
121). Such findings have stimulated effort throughout the .cation
to identify poor readers and to provide for them the types of
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group or indi idual help needed As pointed out by Traxler it is
not practicable to try "to establish a general set of objectives that
can be adopted in all remedial progri. is since the purposes are
largely dependent on the deficiencies and the needs of the
individual pupil.. ." He mentioned. however, the following
objectives as common to nearly all publisned lists: "a) the
establishment of effective basic reading habits; b) the promotion
of permanent, interests in and habits of independent reading; c)
the development of skills in work -type reading; d)the fostering of
desirable reading attitudes; e) the deepening of appreciations for
literary. scientific, and other types of writing;.} acquaintance
with and facility in library skills; g) the widening of the
conceptual background of the pupils; and h) the improvement of
the methods of thinking employed by the pupils while reading
and the formation of habits of thoughtful, critical. analytical
reading" (16* No. 112, p. 4).

Two methods of identifying poor readers have been
employed widely; namely, observation and the use of tests. The
first method has distinct practical value but very little scientific
value as it is commonly employed in classrooms today. The
second method is far more objective and provides types of data of
large significance in identifying poor readers and their needs.
Research agencies have been very energetic of late in determining
both the validity and the reliability of the tests used in diagnosis.
For example, most comprehension tests that are given widely
today have a reliability of .9(1 or more. Unfortunately, most tests
of speed of reading are too short to be very reliable. This
difficulty can be overcome by using two or more tests of speed,
Available evidence shows also that, whereas the norms on
diagi ostic- tests are often questionable, the results of the tests
indicate the relative rank of pupils with high reliability. Two
recent reports (25: Chs. 9, 10; 37: Chs. 5, 7) summarise at length
the various studies that have been made of instruments of
diagnosis and discuss their relative merits for use both in groups
and with individuals.

After poor readers have been identified, their ,.iagnosis is
continued to determine more accurately the nature of their
reading deficiency and to identify the causal factors involved. In
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this connection notable prot.,.-ess has been made during recent
years in the development of tests which provide measures of
attainments an' needs in various aspects of reading. Such tests as
the Monroe Diagnostic Battery make possible very detailed
studies of the nature of the pupil's deficiencies in basic habits of
recognition Furthermore eye-minement records (1: No. 53)
indicate cleltly the extent to which mature habits have been
acquired and the nature of some of the difficulties which the
reader encounters. -rt.1 need is urgent for the development of
additional diagnostic batteries for use by teachers in the upper
grades. high school, and college in analyzing the nature of the
pupil's deficiencies in reading.

Diagnosis imokes also the identification 01 the cairl
factors that operate in a given case. As a result of the critical
analysi. of research findings, Monroe and Bachus (14' No. 58)
classified the causative factors that contribute to reading
disability into five areas: a) constitutional factors, including
usual and auditory defects, difficulties in motor control, physical
detects, and debilitating conditions; b) "intellectual factors,"
including general intelligence. "verbal disabilities," and "pecu-
liarities in modes of thought"; c) "emotional factors." including
(i) those "which are primary in causing reading disabilities" such
as "general emotional immaturity .""excessive timidity.""predi-
lection against reading" and "all school activities." (ii) those
-st hick are the result of reading disa bility"and "in turn retard the
child's progress." and (iii) those which occur "whcn reading
becomes linked in the child's mind with somc unpleasant or
emotional experience "; d) "educational factors." including
deficiencies in reading readiness, poor adjustment of materials
and methods to the pupil's needs, lack of interest or motivation,
and inadequate provision for pupils who are deficient in reading;
e) "environmental factors." A recent summary and series of
original studies by Bennett (16: No. 6) show clearly that most of
these factors operate to a greater or less extent in individual cases.

In order to identify the' factors and conditions that
contribute to reading deficiency in individual cases various tests
and procedures are now used widely. They include:, a) mental
tests to determine the mental age. intelligence quotient, and
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certain mental traits. such as powerof association; b) visual tests.
such as the Keystone Ophthalmic Tekbinccular Tests and the
Ophthalmograph; c) auditory tests. such as the 444 audiometer:
d) personality tests such as the Bernreuter Inventory; e) interest
inventories and school-history blanks. Furthermore. the efforts
of the school diagnostician are often supplemented by members
of the medical profession. ophthalmologists, optometrists.
psychiatrists. visiting teachers. and social case workers. Every
means possible is being employed by 'luny investigators in this
field to secure as complete and detailed body of evidence as
possible on which to base conclusions.

As the nature of a reader's deficiency and the causal
factors involved are understood. problems relating tothe
administration of instruction arise. As a result of a surver of
published studies. Traxlcr (16: No.. 112) concluded 'that two
general types of group organization have been employed: "the
formation of regular classes in which part or all the time is
devoted to remedial reading "and "the setting-up of small groups
of pupils with similar difficulties for instruction at free periods.."
In the case of seriously retarded pupils or those with specialized
deficiencies. instruction has been individual. Further analysis
showed that various plans are used in instructing regularly
scheduled classes: "a) a short intensive period of instruction using
perhaps six weeks during the school year. b) the alternating of
periods of reading and regular subject matter. offering first a
reading unit, then a unit of the regular course. then another
reading unit. etc.. c) the continuous teaching of reading one
period a day throughout an entire semester or even a whole year
d) utilization of the content of the regular course as the basis of
the remedial reading"(16: No. 112. p. 13). The results of studies in
which these various plans of organization have been used
indicate that all of them are more or less effective. No objective
evidence is available concerning their relative advantages and
disadvantages. In the ca of seriously retarded pupils the
evidence available is distim. .v favorab' w individual instruction.

The chief decision that must be reached in planning
remedial teaching for a group or individual relates to the type or
types of instruction that are most appropriate. Th;s must be
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determinel cal course. in terms of the nature of the pupils'
deficiencies. some of the types of activities reported in remedial
studies follow (16: No. 112): "free reading following lines of
interest with a minimum of supervision"; "training the basic skills
of work-type reading"; carefully planned exercises aimed at
ovet.coming specific difficulties: 'training in both general and
technical vocabulary ": and -practice in improving methods of
thinking while reading." These and many other procedures have
been used to distinct advantage. In fact. scarcely a method has
been reported thus far that has not produced improvements. As
pointed out by Dearborn. St swell, and others, virtue may not lie
so much in the specific methods used as in the stimulation and
leadership of the teacher, the determination of the pupil to
succeed. or some other like factor. The need is urgent for studies
of the merits of different procedures now in use and of the
purposes for which they can be employed to greatest advantage.

the general teaching procedures referred to abJvc have
been supplemented by a series of specialized remedial techniques
which hase excited wide attTntion. Among them are the
kinaesthetic method of promoting word recognition; the use oi-
the flash meter in developing greater accuracy in perceiving
words. the use of the metronoscope and films in present:.,
reading material under controlled conditions of word spacing
and time in or r to stimulate right directional movements of the
eyes in reading, to increase the span of recognition, and to
increase speed of reading. Evidence has already been secured of
the value of etch of these devices. Their superiority to other
methods of acbie-;ing the same ends has not been experimentally
established.

As indicated in the preceding paragraphs, the vahic of
liagnosis and remediation has been objectively established.
1 hree urgent problems which ar- faced today relate to: a) the
nee "or the cooperation of all agencies that can contribute to an
tini:....tanding of the nature 43: reading deficiencies and of the
causative factors involved; 1,) wide experimentation to refitr the
techniques of diagnosis and remediation; c) the careful study of
the deficiencies and needs of pupils in regular classes to reduce to
a minimum the number who require remedial treatment.
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XI. Hygiene of Reading I

Problems relating to the hygiene of reading have commanded the
attention of investigators for more than fifty years. Among the
problems studied are those relating to style of type, legibility of
different letters, length of line, regularity in length of line,
distance between the lines (leading), size of type, thickness of the
vertical strokes of letters, spacing of words and letters and he
space between the vertical strokes of letters, color of type, color
and texture of paper, color of pictures, and size of the book. Of
these problems those relating to sin of type, legibility of different
letters, length of line, and color of paper have been studied most
intensively,

Results of Earlier Studies
In 1925 a critical summary (1: 191-203) of studies relating to

the hygienic requirements of printed materials was prepared
which led to the following conclusions:- "For purposes of
legibility, reading material should be printed in black on white
glossless paper in a plain style of type. The lines should be about
ninety millimeters in length."Some evidence was presented which
indicated that a slightly longer line could be used without
reducing the reader's efficiency. The fact was emphasized that
"the left-hand margin should be regular, except for paragraph
indentations." No conclusive evidence was found concerning the
character of the right-hand margin. Leading was found to be
important although the most appropriate amounts for different
sizes of type had not been determined. Some of the investigators,
such as Huey and Shaw, be:ieved that leadingcould be sacrificed,
if necessary, for larger type,
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As implied by the foregoing statement, sin of type was
recognized as one of the most important factors determining
legibility. Its significance was emphasised by the findings of
Grafting and Frani ( 1. No. 149) who found that fatigue increased
rapidly as the mie of the type decreased. On the other hand. eye-
mosement studies by Judd (1: No. 204) and by Gilliland ( I: No.
I20) showed that in the ease of mature readers rate of reading and
eye-mosement habits arc little affected when the type is saried an
site within fairly wide limits. Nes ertheless. investigators favored
somewhat unis ersall the use of relatisely large type for the first
four grades. All the evidence available indicated that Shaw's
recommendations (1: No. 337) concerning the heights and
loadings could be followed satel . first grade. 2.6 mm (width of
leading. 4 5 mm): ':econd and thud grades, 2 mm (width of
leading. 4.0 mm); fourth grade. 1.8 mm (width of leading, 3.6
mm). The vertical strokes of letters should be thick enough to
stand out clearly and distinctly." Concerning those factors on
which no objective data were available, it was proposed that the
recommendations of expert printers should be followed.

The need of additional research was emphasized in
connection with eser factor studied. In order to determine, for
example,- the effect of style of type on legibility, all other
characteristics of printed material should be held constant more
rigorously than had been true in earlierstudies. Furthermore, the
need for the development and use of accurate methods of
measuring eye strain or fatigue in reading was recognized clearly.
"Because of the large number of eye defects among school
children. it is very important that debatable issues be studied in
detail with respect to both normal and abnormal vision."

Recent Developments
During the last decade investigations have centered

largely on seven issues. The first relates to the surface and color of
the paper. Taylor ( 12: No, 90), Holmes (8: No., 55), and Paterson
and Tinker (8: No. 80) secured evidence supporting earlier
findings to the effect that black print on white background is
more legible than any other combination involved in their
experiments including White print' on a black background.
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Concerning the surface and tint of the paper, Stanton and Burtt
(13:, No. 72) found that they did not influence speed of reading
appreciably. Webster and Tinker (12: No. 104). experimenting
with eggshell. artisan enamel. and flint enamel paper stock. failed
to find any "differential effect" during short reading periods.
They concluded tkat the alleged eye strain resulting from reading
print on glazed paper "must be due en tirely to continuous reading
in light not uniformly Dispersed rather than to inabilit to see the
print satisfactorily,"

A second problem relates to length of line. Gates (8: No.
38) summarized available evidence in this field and concluded
that further research is needed before final conclusions can be
reached concerning the optimal length of line.

Size of type was studied with special reference to its effect
on speed of reading. Buckingham (8: No. 6) reported data which
showed that 12-point type ranked first. 14- and 18-point type
ranked second. and 24-point type ranked third when read by
first-grade children. Alderman (16: No 2) presented materials
printed in 8-. 10-, 12-, and 14-point type to pupils in grades 11o6
inclusive. He found that the smaller type was read more rapidly in
both the upper and lower grades. This was true for pupils of
different intelligence levels. On the basis of evidence secured
through the Betts telebinoculars. be concluded that all who have
eyes good enough to engage successfully in schoolwork in general
read the smaller type more rapidly than the larger type,
Unfortunately. the tests given were of short duration and failed to
consider the factor of fatigue. Furthermore. the influence of size
of type on accuracy of word recognition in the early stages of
learning to read was not studied.,

The legibility of different type faces was studied by several .

investigators. Webster and Tinker (12:' No, 103) determined by
the distance method the relative legibility of ten type faces and
found that the American typewriter face was the most legible of
those studied. These findings differ significantly from those of
previous studies in which legibility was measured in terms of
speed of reading. Greene (12., No. 43) compared the speed and
accuracy of reading Ionic linotype and American typewritten
material when 7-point and 10-point type were used, The records
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showed only slight differences. superiority varying with the type
used.- Tinker (S: No. 102) found that old-style numerals are
somewhat more legible than modern-style numerals when
printed in isolation and much more legible when printed in
groups. Such findings, while suggestive. have only limited value.
The whole problem of the legibility of different type faces should
be attacked as a unit so that accurate comparison may be made.

Wide interest has been expressed in the relative legibility
of different typographical arrangements, For example. Paterson
and Tinker ( l0: No. 64) compared material in 10-point, 19 -pica
line length, Scotch Roman, set with 1-. 2-, and 4-point leading
with material in 10-point type and a 19-pica line length. set solid.
They found that the 1-point leading had no advantage over text
set solid but that 2-point leading increased speed of reading by 7.5
per cent whereas 4-point leading increased it only 5 percent. The
investigators pointed out that the advantage of 2-point leading
over both smaller and larger amoants of space between lines may
hold only for "the particular size of type and length of line used."

In a study of the influence of form of type on the
perception of words. Tinker (9: No. 104) found "that total word-
form is more potent in the perception of words in lowercase than
an capitals."

Concerning the amount of light essential for effective and
comfortable vision, Tinker (16: No. i09) concluded after
reviewing all the evidence available that "the critical level for
a eading is between 3 and 4 foot-candles." To provide a margin of
safety he recommended that no reading should be done with less
than S foot-candles of light, In schoolrooms the minimum
"should probably not be less than about 10 foot-candles"; in
sight-saving classes "the brightness should probably be 20 to 25
foot-candles."

The studies reported during recent years have made
significant contributions to our understanding of the hygiene of
reading. In mc'ny respects. however, confidence in traditional
standards have been shaken, as shown by the findings of
Buckingham and of Alderman concerning the relation of size of
type to speed of reading, particularly in the lower grades. As in
1925 the need is urgent for better controlled studies of the relatis e
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legibility of different typegraphical arrangements and for the
development and use of technique, which determine the effect of
different factors and arrangements on fatigue or discomfort in
reading.

Concluding Statement
The foregoing summary provides convincing evidence of the
value of carefully planned research in clarifying and enriching
understanding of reading problems. The facts and issues revealed
suggest numerous types of studies which may be carried on to
advantage both in the classfoom and in the laboratory. In
planning a program of research for the future, attention should
be directed more largely than in the past to the learner and to the
factors that influence his interest in reading and his progress in
learning to read. Furthermore. the findings should be interpreted
more explicitly in terms of progressive thought concerning the
function of education and in the ligh. of all that is known
concerning child growth and development. Thus conceived,
research in reading may continue to make notable contributions
in the future at all levels of formal and informal education.
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